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SUMMARY
1.1	 Ths	Crcular	provdes	gudance	to	local	educaton	authortes	(LEAs)	
on	the	Better	Schools	Fund	programme	for	2007-08.	It	descrbes	the	
Actvty	and	Prorty	Areas	whch	are	elgble	for	grant	support	wthn	
the	programme,	the	management	arrangements	for	the	programme	and	
the	nformaton	whch	LEAs	should	provde.	It	also	gves	detals	of	grant	
allocatons	for	each	LEA	and	the	arrangements	for	the	clamng	and	
payment	of	grant.
1.2		 The	Crcular	also	asks	LEAs	to	submt	formal	spendng	plans	for	
Assembly	approval	and	provdes	detals	on	each	Actvty	and	Prorty	Area		
to	nform	the	preparaton,	montorng	and	delvery	of	those	plans.
Overview
1.3		 The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	beleves	that	every	school	has	the	
capacty	to	mprove	and	succeed,	and	s	workng	towards	a	dstnctve	Wales	
school	mprovement	programme	whch	s	“evdence-based,	locally	managed	
and	professonally	vald”.	The	Assembly’s	broad	agenda	for	supportng	
school	mprovement	s	set	out	n	“Wales	-	a	Better	Country”,	“The	Learnng	
Country”	and	“The	Learnng	Country	2”.
1.4				Our	Pedagogy	Intatve	wll	create	the	expectaton	that	all	
practtoners	wll	engage	n	the	most	effectve	teachng	and	learnng	
strateges	and	we	wll	draw	n	leadng	edge	practce	ncludng	that	dentfed	
through	the	delvery	of	our	strategc	prortes	ncludng	Foundaton	
Phase,	14-19	Learnng	Pathways	and	the	RAISE	programme.	The	Better	
Schools	Fund	provdes	addtonal	targeted	support	to	complement	these	
programmes	by	assstng	schools	and	local	authortes	n	the	development		
of	new	ntatves	and	nnovaton.
1.5 	 Grant	provded	from	the	Better	Schools	Fund	s	tme-lmted.		
The	normal	expectaton	s	that	each	Actvty/Prorty	Area	wll	be	evaluated	
wthn	a	perod	of	three	years	and	that,	where	fundng	s	requred	on	
an	ongong	bass,	t	wll	be	transferred	nto	the	Local	Authorty	Revenue	
Settlement	n	accordance	wth	the	Assembly	Government’s	Grant	Protocol	
wth	local	authortes.
1.6 	 The	Better	Schools	Fund	may	be	used	to	assst	schools	and	local	
authortes	to	delver	acton	set	out	n	Sngle	Educaton	plans	and	to	assst	
schools	to	respond	to	Estyn	nspecton	reports	provded	the	use	of	grant	
s	consstent	wth	the	specfc	ams	and	objectves	descrbed	n	ths	Crcular.	
Local	authortes	should	take	account	of	the	full	range	of	fundng	sources	
n	developng	ther	Better	Schools	Fund	plans.	
1.7		 Grant	payments	are	made	under	secton	14	of	the	Educaton	Act	2002.
1Elgble	expendture	n	2007-08
1.8		 The	Better	Schools	Fund	programme	for	2007-08	wll	consst	of	the	
followng	Actvty	Areas:
Actvty	1:	Basc	Sklls	and	Transton
Actvty	2:	Revsed	Currculum	and	Assessment	Arrangements
Actvty	3:	Pupl	Support,	Welfare	and	Health
Actvty	4:	Incluson
Actvty	5:	Iath	Pawb	mewn	Ysgolon
Actvty	6:	ICT	n	schools
1.9 	 The	key	drvers	for	the	use	of	ths	grant	n	2007-08,	whch	should	
be	reflected	n	LEA	spendng	plans,	are:
•	 mprovng	basc	sklls	n	Key	Stages	2	and	3;
•	 mprovng	transton	from	prmary	to	secondary	schools	and	
delverng	hgher	standards	of	attanment	at	Key	Stage	3;
•	 preparng	staff	for	the	revsed	Currculum	and	Assessment	
Arrangements;
•	 preparng	staff	for	full	mplementaton	of	14-19	
Learnng	Pathways;
•	 mprovng	chld	protecton,	havng	regard	to	the	recommendatons	
of	the	Clywch	Inqury	report;
•	 achevng	hgher	levels	of	attendance	and	supportng	mproved	
educatonal	outcomes	for	chldren	and	young	people	at	rsk	
of	socal	excluson	ncludng	those	from	ethnc	mnortes	and	
looked-after	chldren;
•	 supportng	the	development	of	hgh	qualty	servces	for	pupls	
wth	addtonal	educatonal	needs;
•	 Iath	Pawb;	and	
•	 makng	the	most	effectve	use	of	technology	to	enhance	teachng	
and	learnng.
1.10 		In	addton,	the	followng	themes	are	expected	to	underpn	actvtes	
supported	across	the	programme:
•	 Developng	and	sharng	good	practce;
•	 Promotng	nnovaton;
2•	 Encouragng	whole-school	approaches	and	cross-currcular	
nterventons;
•	 Demonstratng	the	mpact	of	measure	supported	by	grant	
on	teachng	and	learnng;	and	
•	 Promotng	collaboratve	workng	n	lne	wth	the	“Makng	the	
Connectons”	agenda.
1.11		In	drawng	up	ther	spendng	plans	for	2007-08,	authortes	should	
take	nto	account	the	key	messages	contaned	n	the	Annual	Report	of	
Her	Majesty’s	Chef	Inspector	of	Educaton	and	Tranng	n	Wales	2004-05,	
publshed	n	February	2006.	They	should	also	draw	on	the	fndngs	of	Estyn	
nspecton	and	thematc	reports.	The	Better	Schools	Fund	was	recently	the	
subject	of	a	value	for	money	study	and	LEAs	should	also	take	nto	account	
the	WAO	recommendatons	ncluded	n	ther	report.
1.12		The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	recognses	the	crucal	role	of	both	
prmary	and	secondary	schools	n	rasng	standards	of	attanment	across	
Wales.	Authortes	are	expected	to	consder	the	needs	of	both	sectors	n	
drawng	up	plans	for	the	use	of	grant	fundng	and	to	ensure	that	resources	
n	each	Actvty	Area	are	used	both	farly	and	effectvely	to	address	these.	
Authortes	wll	also	need	to	take	account	of	the	mportance	of	securng	
genune	and	meanngful	progresson	across	Key	Stages	and	n	partcular	
the	transton	from	Key	Stage	2	to	Key	Stage	3.
1.13	Grant	provded	from	the	Better	Schools	Fund	can	be	used	to	support	
newly	apponted	as	well	as	more	experenced	staff,	ncludng	those	workng	
n	the	Addtonal	Educatonal	Needs	feld,	and	for	non-teachng	staff	n	
schools	(ncludng	Learnng	Support	Assstants	and	Hgher	Level	Teachng	
Assstants),	f	the	tranng	supports	the	objectves	of	the	Fund.
Equal opportunities
1.14 	Authortes	should	be	aware	of	and	take	nto	account	equal	
opportuntes	ssues	relatng	to	all	aspects	of	the	grant	programme	for	whch	
they	are	responsble.	No	pupl,	parent,	teacher	or	other	member	of	school	
or	LEA	staff	should	receve	less	favourable	treatment	on	the	grounds	of:	
race;	colour;	sexual	orentaton;	age;	martal	status;	dsablement;	relgon;	
famly/domestc	responsbltes	or	workng	patterns	e.g.	part-tme	or	
supply	staff.	Nor	should	any	ndvdual	be	dsadvantaged	by	condtons	
or	requrements	that	cannot	be	shown	to	be	justfable.
Governor training
1.15 	Governor	tranng	has	been	dscontnued	as	a	separate	Actvty	Area	
wthn	the	programme.	Authortes	should	note,	however,	that	expendture	
on	governor	tranng	wll	be	elgble	for	support	across	other	elements	of	
the	programme	wth	partcular	reference	to	those	measures	whch	support	
whole-school	plannng.
3Audit Committee
1.16	 The	admnstraton	of	the	Better	School	Fund	was	recently	
the	subject	of	a	value	for	money	study	by	the	Wales	Audt	Offce.	
The	Natonal	Assembly	for	Wales	Audt	Commttee	has	made	a	number	
of	recommendatons	for	mprovng	the	admnstraton	of	the	grant	havng	
regard	to	the	advce	from	the	Wales	Audt	Offce.	The	Welsh	Assembly	
Government's	response	to	these	recommendatons	was	publshed	on	
22	August	2006	at	http://www.wales.gov.uk/assemblydata/N00000000000
00000000000000046818.pdf.			
In-year changes
1.17 	The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	reserves	the	rght	to	change	the	
requrements	n	ths	and	any	other	part	of	the	Crcular.	Any	changes	wll	
take	effect	28	days	after	the	date	on	whch	local	authortes	are	notfed.
4FUNDING ARRANGEMENTS
Expenditure supported
2.1 	 The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	has	announced	provson	of	
£38.4	mllon	(gross)	under	the	arrangements	and	condtons	detaled		
n	ths	Crcular.	
Rate of grant
2.2		 The	grant	rate	n	2007-08	wll	be	60%	for	all	Actvtes.
Allocations
2.3		 Allocatons	are	based	on	a	needs	ndcator	based	formula	whch	was	
drawn	up	n	consultaton	wth	LEAs.	Detals	of	the	formula	are	gven	at	
Annex	B.	Most	allocatons	wll	be	made	at	Actvty	(not	Prorty)	level	and	
n	general	LEAs	and	schools	wll	be	free	to	decde	how	best	to	acheve	
the	objectves	for	each	Actvty	Area,	takng	nto	account	local	needs	and	
crcumstances.
2.4 	 Fnal	allocatons	wll	be	notfed	to	authortes	n	January	2007,	subject	
to	approval	of	LEA	spendng	plans	and	approval	of	the	Assembly’s	budget	
for	2007-08.	
Grant funding changes in 2007-08
2.5		 No	grant	transfers	nto	or	from	the	Better	Schools	Fund	are	proposed	
for	2007-08.		The	followng	measures	wll	cease	to	be	elgble	for	grant	
support	except	(n	the	case	of	currculum-based	tranng)	where	they	are	
elgble	as	part	of	preparaton	for	the	ntroducton	of	revsed	currculum	
orders	n	2008:
•	 Key	areas	for	Currculum	Development
•	 Governor	Tranng
•	 Dsagreement	Resoluton	Servces
•	 Speech	and	Language	Servces
2.6 	 Those	prorty	areas	whch	are	n	ther	thrd	year	of	fundng	n		
2007-08	wll	be	subject	to	evaluaton	wth	a	vew	to	developng	approprate	
ext	strateges	n	consultaton	wth	authortes.	The	followng	table	dentfes	
the	fundng	year	for	each	Prorty	Area	supported	n	2007-08:	
5Priority Area Year 
(maximum 
of 3)
1a		-		Effectve	transton 2
1b		-		Improvng	basc	sklls	 2
1c		-		Jont	workng	amongst	small	schools	 3
1d		-		Developng	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls	 2
2a		-		Foundaton	Phase 1
2b		-		Supportng	teacher	assessment 2
2c		-		Tranng	and	preparaton	for	the	revsed	currculum 1
2d		-		14-19	Learnng	Pathways 3
3a		-		Promotng	Attendance,	Postve	Behavour	and		
	 			Emotonal	Health
3
3b		-		Safeguardng	 3
3c		-		Appette	for	Lfe 1	(of	2)
4a		-		Awarenes	rasng	and	tranng	on	ncluson	and	
		 		 specfc	dutes	relatng	to	dscrmnaton	and	equal		
	 		 opportuntes
2
4b	 -	 Workng	n	partnershp	wth	parents 1
5a		-		Rasng	standards	across	Key	Stages	 3
5b		-		Extendng	opportuntes	for	pupls	to	practce	and	
	 			experence	Welsh
3
6a		-		ICT	Self	Revew 1
6b	 -	 Developng	and	sharng	good	practce 1
6c	 -	 ICT	nfrastructure	and	support 1	year	only
Programme administration costs
2.7		 LEAs	may	retan	centrally	up	to	4%	of	ther	formula	allocaton	for	each	
Actvty	Area	to	support	the	admnstratve	costs	whch	they	ncur	on	the	
development	and	management	of	the	programme.	
Staff costs
2.8 	 The	fundng	of	permanent	staff	costs	for	tasks	that	do	not	accord	
wth	the	objectves	of	the	Better	Schools	Fund	should	not	be	met	from	
the	Better	Schools	Fund.	If	LEAs	are	n	doubt	about	elgble	expendture	
on	staff	costs	(e.g.	perpatetc	teachers),	they	should	contact	the	
Better	Schools	Fund	team.
6Virement arrangements
2.9		 For	the	2007-08	programme,	the	followng	vrement	
arrangements	apply:
•	 No	specfc	restrcton	on	vrement	n	or	out	of	any	Actvty	Areas	
at	the	ndcatve	allocaton	stage	(except	the	rngfenced	prorty	
area	1C);
•	 Authortes	should	show	n	ther	spendng	plans	for	2007-08	
whether	they	are	plannng	any	vrements	between	Actvty	Areas	
and	why	LEA	allocatons	wll	be	adjusted	to	reflect	any	vrements	
agreed	at	ths	stage;
•	 LEAs	wll	be	gven	untl	31	July	2007	to	notfy	the	Better	Schools	
Fund	Team	of	any	further	vrements	they	have	agreed	wth	ther	
schools;	
•	 No	vrements	wll	be	approved	after	31	July	2007.
2.10		The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	reserves	the	rght	to	ask	LEAs	for	
revsed	spendng	plans	where	t	appears	that	the	vrements	proposed	by	the	
LEA	wll	sgnfcantly	affect	delvery	of	approved	spendng	plans.	Authortes	
are	encouraged	to	contact	the	Better	Schools	Fund	Team	as	soon	as	possble	
to	dscuss	any	proposed	changes	to	approved	spendng	plans.
Delegating funds to schools
2.11	LEAs	must	nvolve	schools	closely	n	the	mplementaton	of	grant	
funded	actvtes,	ncludng	decsons	about	the	delvery	of	approved	tranng	
and	support	actvtes.
2.12		It	s	a	requrement	that	authortes	wll	delegate	an	agreed	proporton	
of	ther	total	formula-based	allocaton	to	schools.	The	LEA	should	consult	
wth	ts	School	Budget	Forum	on	ts	proposed	approach	to	delegatng	
grant	to	schools	and	notfy	plans	to	the	Assembly	on	the	Fnancal	
Proforma	return	attached	at	Annex	D	by	no	later	than	3 November 2006.	
If	crcumstances	change,	the	Better	Schools	Fund	Team	must	be	nformed	
as	soon	as	possble.
2.13		LEAs	should	show	n	ther	completed	grant	applcatons	(Annex	D)	
what	level	of	fundng	they	wll	retan	centrally	or	delegate	to	schools	for	
each	Actvty	Area.	They	should	take	account	of	any	specal	arrangements	
that	may	apply	to	ndvdual	Actvtes	and	Prortes	(these	are	set	out	under	
the	relevant	headngs	n	Annex A).	Authortes	should	note	that,	where	
fundng	s	retaned	centrally	by	the	LEA,	no	more	than	4%	should	be	used	
to	manage	and	montor	these	Actvtes.
2.14	Under	the	LEA	Budget,	Schools	Budgets	and	Indvdual	Schools	
Budget	(Wales)	Regulatons	2003,	a	local	educaton	authorty	must	nclude	
n	ts	local	schools	budget	expendture	offset	by	grant	from	the	Better	
Schools	Fund	and	the	matchng	local	authorty	contrbuton.	The	authorty	
7s	not	requred	to	nclude	ths	expendture	n	ts	ndvdual	schools	budget	
dstrbuted	by	formula	to	schools.	
2.15 	Where	fundng	s	delegated	to	schools	under	these	arrangements,	
schools	wll	need	to	demonstrate,	through	the	LEA,	that	they	are	effectvely	
carryng	out	the	responsblty	gven	to	them	under	the	programme.	
The	LEA,	wth	ts	schools,	should	establsh	approprate	cost-effectve	
arrangements	for	dong	ths.	These	arrangements	should	ensure	that	
schools	effectvely	control	devolved	grant	funds	and	use	them	n	accordance	
wth	the	relevant	programme	objectves,	prortes	and	grant	condtons.	
In	partcular,	schools	should:
•	 produce	a	costed	annual	programme	of	tranng	and	support	
actvtes	desgned	to	realse	objectves	made	explct	n	each	
School	Development	Plan;
•	 feature	tranng	systematcally	n	annual	development	plans	
takng	account	of	data	made	avalable	n	Estyn’s	annual	report	
on	standards	n	schools	n	Wales,	and	nformaton	publshed		
by	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	followng	Natonal	
Currculum	Assessments	of	7,	11	and	14	year	olds;
•	 take	acton	n	as	many	of	the	relevant	prorty	areas	as	possble	
gven	local	crcumstances	and	needs	(takng	nto	account	
School	Development	Plans);
•	 montor	programme	delvery	and	expendture	aganst	budget;	
•	 ensure	that	copes	of	the	annual	programmes	are	avalable	
for	examnaton	by	School	Inspectors,	the	Wales	Audt	Offce	
and	LEA	staff;
•	 provde	LEAs	wth	nformaton	requred	for	programme	montorng	
and	evaluaton	returns	to	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government;	and
•	 ensure	that	any	lkely	underspend	s	surrendered	to	the	LEA	
as	soon	as	possble,	so	t	can	be	put	to	good	use	elsewhere.
2.16	 LEAs	retan	the	ablty	to	wthdraw	delegated	funds,	n	whole		
or	n	part,	from	schools	who	fal	to	comply	wth	the	above	requrements.
Out-of-School hours learning activities
2.17	 Paragraph	53(c)	of	the	School	Teachers’	Pay	and	Condtons	Document	
2005	allows	employers	to	make	payments	to	a	teacher,	ncludng	a	head	
teacher,	for	partcpaton	n	out-of-school	hours	learnng	actvty	agreed	
between	the	teacher	and	the	head	teacher	or,	n	the	case	of	the	head	
teacher,	between	the	head	teacher	and	the	relevant	body.
2.18	 The	gudance	ssued	by	the	Department	for	Educaton	and	Sklls	(DfES)	
to	accompany	the	School	Teachers’	Pay	and	Condtons	Document	2005	
ndcates	that:	
8•	 employers	should	decde	whether	to	make	payments	to	teachers	
who	agree	to	take	part	n	out-of-school	hours	learnng;
•	 the	level	of	payment	should	be	covered	by	the	school's	pay	polcy;
•	 payments	to	full-tme	classroom	teachers	should	only	be	made	
for	those	actvtes	undertaken	outsde	the	1265	hours	of	
drected	tme;	
•	 all	agreements	and	payments	to	be	made	should	be		
documented;	and
•	 all	such	actvtes	should	requre	the	exercse	of	the	teacher’s	
professonal	sklls	or	judgement.
2.19 	These	payments	can	be	made	from	the	Better	Schools	Fund	
provded	that:-
•	 the	tranng	s	n	lne	wth	the	purposes	of	grant;
•	 the	grant	ncludes	the	supply	cover	cost	of	tranng	as	elgble	
expendture;	and
•	 they	are	not	specfcally	excluded.	In	partcular:
(a)	 payments	should	not	be	made	for	n-servce	tranng	
undertaken	n	any	of	the	1265	hours	of	drected	tme	n		
whch	a	full-tme	classroom	teacher	s	expected	to	work;	and
(b)	 payments	should	contnue	to	be	n	lne	wth	any	amended	
provsons	to	the	School	Teachers’	Pay	and	Condtons	
Document	2005	and	ts	supportng	DfES	gudance,	
or	any	replacements	for	them.
ICT procurement
2.20	Grant	fundng	from	the	Better	Schools	Fund	may	only	be	used	
to	support	the	procurement	of	ICT	equpment	and	servces	under	
Actvty	Area	6,	and	under	1C	where	ths	can	be	shown	to	support	lnks	
between	small	schools.
Payment of grant
2.21	Grant	wll	be	pad	on	a	three-termly	bass,	coverng	the	perods	
endng	31	July,	31	December	and	31	March.	Grant	clamng	arrangements	
for	the	2007-08	programme	are	summarsed	n	the	table	below.	Clams	
forms	wll	usually	be	ssued	to	LEAs	one	month	before	the	clam	deadlne.	
LEAs	are	requred	to	send	grant	clams	showng	actual	expendture	aganst	
each	Actvty	Area	(and,	where	approprate,	for	specfc	rngfenced	Prorty	
Areas)	as	well	as	any	vrement	actoned.	Please note, these arrangements 
represent a significant change to previous grant payment arrangements 
for this programme and LEAs will need to plan accordingly.
9Period ending Claim  
on Form
Claim deadline Notes
31	July	2007 BSF1		
(2007-08)
30	September	2007 Actual	
expendture
31	December	2007 BSF2		
(2007-08)
31	January	2008 Actual	
expendture
31	March	2008 BSF3E		
(2007-08)
15	March	2008 Estmated	
expendture
2.22 	Grant	may	only	be	pad	for	elgble	expendture	ncurred	(or	estmated	
to	be	ncurred)	n	accordance	wth	the	terms	of	grant	durng	the	fnancal	
year	endng	31	March	2008.	
2.23	 BSF	expendture	wll	contnue	to	be	subject	to	external	audt	
certfcaton	and	authortes	wll	be	ssued	wth	an	end	of	year	grant	clam	
form	(BSF3F	(2007-08))	as	n	prevous	years.	However,	grant	wll	be	pad	
n	full	on	the	bass	of	the	estmated	clams	submtted	n	March	2008.	
If	an	overall	under-	or	over-spend	for	2007-08	s	revealed	at	audt	
certfcaton	stage,	correctve	adjustments	wll	usually	be	made	to	the		
second	clam	for	the	2008-09	programme.
2.24	No	grant	for	expendture	ncurred	after	31	July	2007	may	be	pad	untl	
the	audtor’s	certfcate	for	the	prevous	fnancal	year	has	been	receved.
2.25	Grant	clams	must	be	submtted	promptly	by	the	stated	deadlne.	
The	Better	Schools	Fund	team	wll	ssue	remnders	to	authortes	one	week	
ahead	of	the	deadlne.	We	wll	reserve	the	rght	to	wthhold	payment	of	
late	clams	f	these	are	not	accompaned	by	an	explanatory	letter	from	the	
Drector	of	Educaton.
2.26	If	authortes	are	experencng	dffcultes	whch	wll	affect	clams	
for	payment,	they	should	contact	the	Better	Schools	Fund	team	at	the	
earlest	opportunty.
Financial monitoring and forecasting
2.27 It	s	mportant	to	ensure	that	all	grant	resources	are	used	n	a	tmely	
and	effectve	way.	The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	wll	be	closely	
montorng	outturn	expendture	on	the	Better	Schools	Fund	throughout	the	
year	and	may	need	to	follow	up	wth	authortes	any	ssues	whch	appear	
lkely	to	affect	overall	spendng	fgures	for	the	year.	To	assst	n	ths	process,	
LEAs	are	requred	to	gve	outlne	spendng	forecasts	for	each	term	n	the	
grant	applcaton	proforma	at	Annex D.	
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING AND EVALUATION
3.1		 The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	s	commtted	to	developng	the	
Better	Schools	Fund	as	an	evdence-based	programme.	We	are	therefore	
lookng	to	LEAs	and	schools	to	secure	effectve	targetng	and	value	for	
money	for	the	expendture	ncurred.	They	should	establsh	cost	effectve	
plannng,	montorng	and	evaluaton	arrangements	for	ths	purpose,	takng	
account	of	Best	Value	and	other	requrements.
3.2		 LEAs	wll	be	requred	to	submt	detaled	spendng	plans	for		
2007-08	whch	set	out	clearly	(usng	the	prescrbed	proformas)	
the	followng	nformaton:
•	 Descrpton	of	proposed	tranng	and	other	measures	
to	be	delvered	under	each	Actvty	Area	headng
•	 Completed	Management	Informaton	targets	for	2007-08	
and	forecast	outturn	fgures	for	2006-07
•	 Proposed	montorng	and	evaluaton	arrangements	for	2007-08
•	 Detals	of	evaluaton	carred	out	n	prevous	years	ncludng:
-	 what	conclusons	were	drawn/lessons	learned;	
-	 what	changes	have	been	made	to	planned	actvtes		
n	2007-08	as	a	result;	and
-	 what	arrangements	LEAs	wll	make	n	order	to	ensure	that	
good	practce/new	ntatves	supported	by	the	Better	Schools	
Fund	are	subsequently	embedded	nto	manstream	teachng	
and	learnng.
3.3		 LEAs	wll	also	be	requred	to	submt	completed	proformas	showng	the	
fnal	outturn	Management	Informaton	for	2006-07,	together	wth	a	bref	
narratve	revew,	by	no	later	than	31	May	2007.	Ths	nformaton	wll	be	
taken	nto	account	when	plannng	the	forward	programme	for	2008-09.
Guidance on Evaluation
3.4		 The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	has	awarded	a	contract	to	Trbal	
Educaton	for	the	preparaton	of	gudance	on	evaluatng	the	Better	Schools	
Fund	for	local	educaton	authortes	and	Welsh	Assembly	Government	polcy	
leads.	Ths	gudance	s	expected	to	be	publshed	n	December	2006.	
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OTHER INFORMATION
Making the Connections
4.1		 In	lne	wth	the	prncples	set	out	n	“Makng	the	Connectons:	
Delverng	Better	Servce	for	Wales”	(2004)	and	the	commtments	set	out	n	
the	“Delverng	the	Connectons”	Acton	Plan	(2005),	LEAs	are	encouraged	
to	consder	opportuntes	for	collaboraton	n	the	plannng	and	delvery	of	
measures	supported	by	the	Better	Schools	Fund.			They	should	also	have	
regard	to	the	conclusons	of	the	Beecham	Revew	of	Servce	Delvery	whch	
reported	n	July	2006.
4.2			Where	LEAs	decde	to	work	n	consorta	to	provde	specfc	tranng	
and	support	actvtes	or	projects,	they	may	make	an	arrangement	among	
themselves	whereby	one	LEA	apples	for	the	approval	of	expendture,	
employs	any	staff	nvolved	and	clams	grant,	whle	the	remanng	LEAs	
contrbute	to	the	element	of	expendture	whch	s	not	covered	by	grant.	
Alternatvely,	they	may	prefer	that	each	LEA	takes	responsblty	for	
a	share	of	expendture	wth	each	makng	clams	for	grant	followng	ether	
separate	Spendng	Plans	or	a	jont	Plan	approved	by	the	Welsh	Assembly	
Government.	Ether	arrangement	s	acceptable	but	must	be	clearly	
stated	n	spendng	plans.
Innovative approaches and other funding sources
4.3 	 LEAs	and	schools	are	strongly	encouraged	to	seek	opportuntes	
to	work	co-operatvely	wth	other	agences,	Educaton	Busness	Partnershps,	
employers	and	other	sponsors	to	develop	educatonally	worthwhle	
actvtes	or	specalsms,	and	where	possble	to	bolster	grant	provson	
wth	contrbutons	from	such	partners.	Actvtes	supported	from	the	
Better	Schools	Fund,	however,	should	not	smply	replcate	or	replace	
those	already	funded	from	other	LEA	resources	or	other	Welsh	Assembly	
Government	grants.	They	should	be	addtonal	to,	coherent	wth	and	
mutually	renforcng	of	smlar	actvtes	funded	through	other	sources.	
LEAs	should	not	use	any	fundng	they	receve	from	other	government-
specfc	grants	to	pay	ther	contrbuton	to	the	Better	Schools	Fund.
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ENQUIRIES
5.1		 LEAs	should	make	sure	that	current	Better	Schools	Fund	servce	
provders,	and	those	expressng	an	nterest	n	becomng	a	provder,	are	told	
about	ths	Crcular.	Copes	are	avalable	from	Performance	and	Improvement	
Dvson	2,	Welsh	Assembly	Government	Department	for	Educaton,	
Lfelong	Learnng	and	Sklls	or	from	http://www.learnng.wales.gov.uk.
5.2		 Enqures	about	the	general	content	of	ths	Crcular,	fnancal	
arrangements	and	programme	condtons	and	procedures	should	
be	addressed	to:
The	Better	Schools	Fund	Team
Performance	and	Improvement	Dvson	2
Department	for	Educaton,	Lfelong	Learnng	and	Sklls
Welsh	Assembly	Government
Cathays	Park
Cardff
CF10	3NQ
Tel:			029	2082	6008
Fax:		029	2082	6016
E-mal:	betterschoolsfund@wales.gs.gov.uk
5.3		 Enqures	about	specfc	Actvty	and	Prorty	Areas	(but	not	matters	
of	fnance	or	vrement)	should	be	addressed	to	the	contact	offcers	dentfed	
at	the	end	of	each	Actvty	Area	n	Annex A.
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Annex A
ACTIVITY 1: BASIC SKILLS AND TRANSITION
Priorities for 2007-08
A		 EFFECTIVE	TRANSITION	
B		 IMPROVING	BASIC	SKILLS	
C		 JOINT	WORKING	AMONGST	SMALL	SCHOOLS	
D		 DEVELOPING	THINKING	AND	LEARNING	SKILLS	
Overall aim of the Activity
To	rase	standards	and	achevement	through:
•	 the	development	and	mplementaton	of	arrangements	to	support	
contnuty	and	progresson	n	learnng	for	pupls	movng	nto	
Key	Stage	1	and	between	Key	Stages.	As	n	2006-07	there	s	
a	specfc	focus	on	acton	to	mprove	transton	from	Year	6	to	7;	
•	 mprovements	n	basc	sklls	wth	a	specfc	focus	on	reducng	
the	number	of	pupls	leavng	school	wthout	good	lteracy	and	
numeracy	sklls;	
•	 the	promoton	of	thnkng	sklls	on	the	bass	that	problem	solvng	
sklls	and	creatve	sklls	are	key	features	n	developng	pupls’	
cogntve	abltes;	and
•	 nnovatve	schemes	for	small	or	rural	schools	to	work	together.
Formerly,	authortes	also	receved	fundng	under	the	addtonal	revenue	
fundng	grant	arrangements	to:
•	 support	ntatves	to	mprove	standards	at	Key	Stage	3;	and
•	 support	nnovatve	workng	n	small	schools,	ncludng	projects	to	
enable	small	or	rural	schools	to	work	together	on	rasng	standards	
and	mprovng	transton.
These	resources	were	transferred	nto	the	Better	Schools	Fund	n	2005-06	
followng	consultaton	wth	the	WLGA.	Of	ths	£11	mllon,	£4.4	mllon	was	
transferred	nto	RSG	to	gve	authortes	access	to	a	source	of	match	fundng.	
Of	the	gross	total,	£9.5	mllon	represents	fundng	formerly	dstrbuted	
under	Specal	Grant	for	ntatves	to	mprove	standards	at	Key	Stage	3	
(Prorty	1A),	and	£1.5	mllon	represents	an	element	of	the	Specal	Grant	for	
Small	and	Rural	Schools	(Prorty	1C).	1C	wll	be	rng	fenced	as	a	source	of	
fundng	enablng	ntatves	for	small	or	rural	schools	to	be	mantaned	and	
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developed.		Followng	dscussons	wth	LEAs	the	rng	fencng	of	1A	has	been	
removed,	although	authortes	should	ensure	adequate	provson	s	avalable	
to	support	the	mplementaton	of	acton	set	out	n	Transton	Plans	due	to	
be	n	place	by	September	2007	to	facltate	the	transton	of	pupls	from	
prmary	to	secondary	school	at	the	end	of	Year	6.		
PRIORITY 1A: EFFECTIVE TRANSITION
Objective
To	support	the	development	by	schools,	workng	n	partnershp,	of	effectve	
approaches	to	the	delvery	of	the	currculum	so	that	there	s	contnuty	
and	progresson	n	learnng	for	pupls	movng	nto	Key	Stage	1	and	
between	Key	Stages.	Ths	ncludes	agreeng	detaled	arrangements	for	the	
sharng	of	nformaton	on	pupls’	achevements	and	learnng	needs	and	
consderng	how	teachng	and	learnng	methods,	assessment,	the	trackng	
of	pupls’	progress	and	currculum	organsaton	can	be	best	organsed	to	
mprove	transton.	
Actvtes	supported	may	nclude:		
•	 joint curriculum planning.	For	example,	arrangements	for	teachers	
to	mprove	contnuty	n	the	delvery	of	specfc	subject	areas	or	
cross	currcular	themes	such	as	lteracy	and	numeracy.	Ths	mght,	
where	approprate,	be	supported	by	use	of	Brdgng	Unts.	
•	 achieving continuity in teaching and learning methods. 
For	example,	arrangements	for	observaton	of	classroom	practce	
so	that	subjects	are	taught	n	ways	that	provde	for	contnuty.	
•	 achieving consistency in assessment and monitoring and 
tracking pupils’ progress against prior attainment. For	example,	
mprovng	opportuntes	for	teachers	to	work	together	to	assess	
the	work	of	pupls	as	they	move	from	Years	6	to	Year	7,	ncludng	
moderaton	of	Teacher	Assessment.	
•	 evaluating the impact of arrangements for transition on 
standards. For	example,	agreeng	approprate	ndctors	to	montor	
mprovements	n	learnng	and	standards	resultng	from	mproved	
arrangements	for	transton.
•	 pastoral links to meet pupils’ personal and social needs. 
For	example,	looking at means of	sharng	nformaton	about	
pupls	and	provdng	a	range	of	support	for	pupls	n	managng	
the	transton	nto	Key	Stage	1	and	between	Key	Stages.
•	 communicating the learning needs of individual pupils.	
For	example,	considering how best use can be made of	
nformaton	on	those	wth	addtonal	learnng	needs,	those	for	
whom	Englsh/Welsh	s	an	addtonal	language,	more	able	and	
talented	pupls,	pupls	who	are	looked	after	by	the	local	authorty	
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and	any	other	pupls	who	may	be	at	rsk	of	underachevng	for	
a	varety	of	reasons.
Eligible expenditure
•	 Tranng	for	teachers	and	other	staff	amed	at	mprovng	contnuty	
and	progresson	n	learnng	transton.
•	 Costs	related	to	staff	from	partner	schools	comng	together	
to	mprove	transton	arrangements.
•	 The	development	of	locally	produced	materal	to	support	
mproved	transton	arrangements.
•	 The	salary	and	subsstence	of	staff	seconded	to	projects	
to	mprove	transton.
•	 The	purchase	of	materals	to	be	used	to	mprove	specfc	aspects	
of	transton.	
Grant	fundng	may	also	be	used	to	provde	tranng	aganst	these	headngs	
for	staff	n	specal	schools	and	perpatetc	staff.
Other information
Specfc	attenton	should	be	gven	n	2007-08	to	support	the	
mplementaton	of	acton	set	out	n	Transton	Plans		due	to	be	n	place	
by	September	2007	to	facltate	the	transton	of	pupls	from	prmary	
to	secondary	school	at	the	end	of	Year	6.	The	requrement	to	produce	
a	Transton	Plan	came		nto	force	on	1	September	2006	The	frst	cohort	
to	transfer	under	the	new	arrangements	wll	be	those	due	to	transfer	
n	September	2008.	
Gudance	on	the	development	of	Transton	Plans	for	the	movement	
of	pupls	from	Key	Stage	2	to	Key	Stage	3	s	avalable	from	the	
Welsh	Assembly	Government.
The	followng	publcatons	are	relevant	to	plannng	actvtes	under	
ths	Prorty:
•	 Amng	for	Excellence	n	Key	Stage	3,	a	jont	dscusson	document	
produced	by	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	and	Estyn	(2002).
•	 Amng	for	Excellence	n	Key	Stage	3:	Movng	On	…	Effectve	
Transton	from	Key	Stage	2	to	Key	Stage	3.	Produced	by	the	
Welsh	Assembly	Government	and	Estyn	(2004).
•	 Amng	for	Excellence	n	Key	Stage	3:	Transton	plannng	-	
Key	Stage	2	to	Key	Stage	3.	A	seres	of	2	vdeos	and	
accompanyng	booklets	produced	by	the	Welsh	Assembly	
Government	and	Estyn	n	partnershp	wth	BBC	Wales	(2004).
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•	 Amng	for	Excellence	n	Key	Stage	3:	Effectve	use	of	brdgng	
unts.	Produced	by	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	and	
Estyn	(2004).
•	 Amng	for	Excellence	n	Key	Stage	3:	Movng	On	…	Improvng	
Learnng.	Effectve	Transton	from	Key	Stage	2	to	Key	Stage	3.	
Produced	by	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	and	Estyn	(2004).
PRIORITY 1B: IMPROVING BASIC SKILLS
Objectives
To	mprove	basc	sklls	wth	a	specfc	focus	on	reducng	the	number	
of	pupls	leavng	school	wthout	good	lteracy	and	numeracy	sklls.	
There	s	a	specfc	focus	on	helpng	schools	develop	a	whole	school	
approach	to	the	promoton	of	basc	sklls	and	support	for	ntatves		
targeted	at	pupls	fallng	behnd	ther	peers	at	Key	Stages	2	and	3.
As	one	element	of	the	Natonal	Basc	Sklls	Strategy,	publshed	n	2001,	
fundng	was	provded	to	all	local	authortes,	through	a	programme	of	
Strategc	Interventon	Grants,	to	support	the	development	of	an	nnovatve	
menu	of	actvtes	to	mprove	basc	sklls.	Ths	approach	has	been	extended	
through	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government’s	basc	sklls	strategy,	Words	Talk,	
Numbers	Count.	Specfc	attenton	s	gven	to	early	dentfcaton	and	extra	
support	for	those	not	attanng	the	expected	levels	and	fallng	behnd	
ther	peers.	
Resources	made	avalable	under	the	Better	Schools	Fund	should	be	targeted	
at	developng	and	embeddng	the	good	practce	developed	through	pump	
prmng	fundng	provded	through	Strategc	Interventon	Grants.	The	Better	
Schools	Fund	can	also	be	used	to	complement	other	acton	beng	promoted	
by	the	Basc	Sklls	Agency	n	mplementng	Words	Talk	-	Numbers	Count.	
Eligible expenditure
•	 Development	and	mplementaton	of	whole	school	strateges	
to	mprove	basc	sklls.
•	 Schemes	and	resources	targeted	at	supportng	pupls	fallng	behnd	
ther	peers	n	development	of	sklls	n	lteracy	and	numeracy.	
Ths	can	nclude:
-	 catch	up	programmes;
-	 actvtes	amed	at	dsengaged	young	people;
-	 provson	of	out	of	hours	programmes;
-	 sharng	good	practce;
-	 tranng	for	teachers	and	other	school	staff	to	support	a	whole	
school	approach	to	the	mprovement	of	basc	sklls;	
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-	 actvtes	to	support	the	achevement	and	retenton	of	the	
Basc	Sklls	Qualty	Mark;		
-	 measures	to	close	the	gap	n	attanment	between	boys	and	
grls;	and
-	 targeted	help	for	young	offenders.
Actvtes	under	ths	Prorty	should	help	schools	to	mprove	standards	
of	basc	sklls	and	should	buld	on	local	lteracy	and	numeracy	strateges.	
Actvty	should	not	be	lmted,	therefore,	to	actvtes	to	support	work	
n	Welsh,	Englsh	and	Mathematcs.	
There	s,	however,	a	focus	on	helpng	schools	make	progress	at	Key	Stages	
2	and	3.The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	expects	LEAs	to	reflect	ths	focus	
n	determnng	the	balance	of	ther	actvtes	under	ths	Prorty.	We	wll	
expect	Management	Informaton	to	demonstrate	that	attenton	has	been	
gven	to	measures	for	Key	Stages	2	and	3.	
Spendng	plans	should	also	demonstrate	how	actvty	complements	and	
adds	value	to	work	funded	by	the	Basc	Skll	Agency.
Fundng	may	also	be	used	to	provde	tranng	aganst	these	headngs	
for	staff	n	specal	schools	and	perpatetc	staff.
Other Information
Local	authortes	have	put	n	place	strateges	to	mprove	standards	of	lteracy	
and	numeracy	n	the	prmary	and	secondary	sectors.	“Words	Talk	-	Numbers	
Count”	-	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government’s	Strategy	to	Improve	Basc	
Lteracy	and	Numeracy	n	Wales	-	has	hghlghted	the	need	wthn	such	
strateges	to	gve	specfc	attenton	to	the	development	of	basc	sklls.	Basc	
Sklls	are	defned	as	the	ablty	to	read,	wrte	and	speak	n	Englsh	or	Welsh,	
and	to	use	mathematcs	at	a	level	necessary	to	functon	and	progress	both	
n	work	and	socety.	
The	followng	publcatons	are	relevant	to	plannng	actvtes	under	
ths	Prorty:
•	 “Words	Talk	-	Numbers	Count”	-	the	Welsh	Assembly	
Government’s	Strategy	to	Improve	Basc	Lteracy	and	
Numeracy	n	Wales	(Welsh	Assembly	Government,	2005)	
•	 Rasng	Standards	of	Lteracy	n	Prmary	Schools:	A	Framework	
for	acton	(Welsh	Offce/OHMCI	1998).
•	 Rasng	Standards	of	Numeracy	n	Prmary	Schools:	A	Framework	
for	acton	(Welsh	Offce/OHMCI	1999).
•	 Amng	for	Excellence	n	Key	Stage	3,	a	jont	dscusson	document	
produced	by	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	and	Estyn	(2002).
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•	 Amng	for	Excellence	n	Key	Stage	3:	Rasng	standards	of	
lteracy	and	numeracy.	A	seres	of	2	vdeos	and	accompanyng	
booklets	produced	by	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	and	Estyn	
n	partnershp	wth	BBC	Wales	(2003).
•	 ‘Makng	the	Lnk’	-	currculum	gudance	on	lteracy	work	across	
Englsh,	Welsh	and	Modern	Foregn	Languages	(ACCAC,	
2003,	functons	are	now	part	of	the	Department	for	Educaton,	
Lfelong	Learnng	and	Sklls).
•	 Report	of	a	Research	Project	on	whole	school	language	polces	
n	the	Secondary	Schools	of	Wales	(ACCAC,	1999,	functons	
are	now	part	of	the	Department	for	Educaton,	Lfelong	Learnng	
and	Sklls).
•	 Sklls	Across	the	Currculum	(ACCAC,	2002,	functons	are	now	part	
of	the	Department	for	Educaton,	Lfelong	Learnng	and	Sklls).
PRIORITY 1C: JOINT WORKING AMONGST SMALL SCHOOLS 
Objectives
To	support	nnovaton	and	assst	wth	developng	schemes	for	schools	to	
work	together,	so	as	to	rase	standards	and	mprove	transton.	Small	prmary	
schools	are	defned	for	ths	purpose	as	those	wth	fewer	than	90	pupls,	and	
secondary	schools	as	those	wth	fewer	than	600	pupls	for	a	11-16	school,	
and	700	for	a	11-18	school.	Authortes	wthout	such	schools	should	target	
resources	on	ther	smallest	schools.	Actvtes	supported	wll	be:
•	 formal	and	nformal	collaboraton	by	schools	sharng	good	practce	
and	currculum	plannng	or	sharng	teachers	for	specfc	areas	
of	the	currculum;
•	 clusterng	arrangements,	federaton	arrangements	and	famles	
of	school	projects;
•	 the	secondment	of	advsers	or	teachers	to	promote	good	practce	
and	collaboraton	between	schools;
•	 sharng	of	admnstratve	functons;	and
•	 plot	projects	for	the	development	of	jont	workng.
Eligible expenditure
•	 The	purchase	of	shared	currculum	materals	and	costs	relatng	to	
dssemnaton	and	jont	currculum	plannng,	ncludng	meetngs
•	 Costs	relatng	to	lnks	between	school	stes,	ncludng	transport	
and	IT
•	 Salary	and	subsstence	costs	of	seconded	staff,	and	shared	staff.
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Evaluation 
Ths	Prorty	Area	wll	be	n	ts	thrd	year	of	fundng	durng	2007-08.	
The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	wll	therefore	be	undertakng	an	
evaluaton	of	expendture	n	order	to	determne	an	approprate	ext	strategy.	
Authortes’	spendng	plans	for	2007-08	should	therefore	nclude	ther	
assessment	of	the	results	of	the	spendng	on	ths	prorty	n	years	1	and	
2,	together	wth	a	vew	on	whether	t	s	necessary	to	contnue	wth	ths	
fundng	stream	as	a	separate	rng	fenced	grant	or	whether	t	would	be	
preferable	to	transfer	the	fundng	nto	revenue	support	grant	(RSG)	n	lne	
wth	the	Assembly	Government	Grant	Protocol	n	2008/09.	If	fundng	were	
transferred	nto	RSG	grant	there	could	be	no	expectaton	that	t	would	be	
dstrbuted	accordng	to	the	current	formula.
PRIORITY 1D: DEVELOPING THINKING AND LEARNING SKILLS
Objectives
To	provde	support	for	schools	to	mprove	pupl	performance	through	
targeted	ntatves	to	develop	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls,	
Prorty	should	be	gven	to	the	mplementaton	of	a	whole	school	approach	
to	the	development	of	pupls’	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls	ncludng	problem	
solvng	and	crtcal	and	creatve	thnkng.	Intatves	should	also	take	account	
of	gudance	on	the	teachng	and	assessng	of	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls	
for	3-14	learners	to	be	provded	as	part	of	the	revsed	currculum	and	
assessment	arrangements	to	be	mplemented	from	September	2008.	
To	support	ntatves	n	ths	area	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government,	workng	
wth	BBC	Wales,	wll	publsh	n	January	2007	materals	for	schools	targeted	
at	the	development	of	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls.	
It	s	recognsed	that	problem	solvng	sklls	and	creatve	sklls	are	key	features	
n	developng	pupls’	cogntve	abltes.	To	develop	such	sklls	pupls	have	
to	pose	questons,	make	predctons,	take	rsks,	express	deas	and	use	
ther	magnaton.	
Actvtes	supported	wll	be	development	and	mplementaton	of:
•	 a	whole	school	approach	for	the	development	of	pupls’	thnkng	
and	learnng	sklls	ncludng	nformaton	processng,	reasonng,	
enqury,	creatve	thnkng	and	evaluaton	sklls;
•	 structured	programmes	such	as	Instrumental	Enrchment;
•	 subject	specfc	programmes	such	as	CASE	and	CAME;
•	 cross	currcular	programmes	such	as	ACTS;	and	
•	 ICT	based	programmes.
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Eligible expenditure
•	 Tranng	for	teachers	and	other	staff	amed	at	mprovng	thnkng	
and	learnng	sklls
•	 The	costs	of	schools	comng	together	to	share	good	practce
•	 The	development	of	locally	produced	materal	to	support	
development	of	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls
•	 The	salary	of	staff	seconded	to	projects	to	mprove	thnkng	
and	learnng	sklls
•	 The	purchase	of	materals	to	be	used	to	mprove	specfc	aspects	
of	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls
Grant	fundng	may	also	be	used	to	provde	tranng	aganst	these	headngs	
for	staff	n	specal	schools	and	perpatetc	staff.
Other information
The	Welsh	Assembly	Government,	workng	wth	BBC	Wales,	wll	be	
publshng	materals	for	schools	targeted	prmarly	at	Key	Stages	2	and	3	
on	good	practce	n	the	development	of	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls.	These	
materals,	whch	are	beng	produced	under	the	Amng	for	Excellence	
programme,	wll	be	publshed	for	use	n	the	2006-07	school	year	and	local	
authortes	and	schools	should	consder	how	BSF	funds	mght	be	used	to	roll	
out	and	make	best	use	of	them.	
The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	s	also	fundng	a	development	
programme	for	Thnkng	Sklls	and	Assessment	for	Learnng.	Detals	can	be	
found	on	the	Assembly	webste	www.wales.gov.uk.
The	Learnng	Country	2;	Delverng	the	Promse	(Aprl	2006)	recognsed	
the	progress	of	the	Amng	for	Excellence	programme	to	date;	t	has	also	
dentfed	the	need	for	secondary	schools	to	rase	standards	of	attanment	
at	Key	Stage	3	as	a	contnung	major	challenge.	
ACTIVITY 1 CONTACT DETAILS
Prortes	1a,	1b	and	1d
Tegwen	Harrson
Performance	and	Improvement	Dvson
Tel:	029	2082	6251
Prorty	1c
Mary	Daves
Schools	Management	Dvson
Tel:	029	2082	1570
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ACTIVITY 2: REVISED CURRICULUM AND 
ASSESSMENT ARRANGEMENTS
Priorities for 2007-08
A	 FOUNDATION	PHASE
B	 SUPPORTING	TEACHER	ASSESSMENT
C	 TRAINING	AND	PREPARATION	FOR	THE	REVISED	CURRICULUM
D	 14-19	LEARNING	PATHWAYS
Overall aim of the Activity 
To	support	schools’	preparaton	n	famlarsng	themselves	wth	the	revsed	
Orders	and	frameworks,	and	preparng	schemes	of	work	for	Foundaton	
Phase,	Key	Stage	2	and	Key	Stage	3.
To	support	school	staff	n	preparng	for	mplementaton	of	a	wder	range	of	
currculum	optons	especally	n	partnershp	wth	other	learnng	settngs.	
To	support	and	enhance	the	development	of	observaton	assessment	
procedures	and	teacher	assessment	for	Key	Stage	1,	and	transton	to	
Key	Stage	2.
To	support	arrangements	to	strengthen	and	secure	teacher	assessment	at	
each	Key	Stage	va	nternal	standardsaton	and	moderaton	procedures.
PRIORITY 2A: FOUNDATION PHASE
Objectives
To	support	schools’	preparaton	for	the	ntroducton	of	the	Foundaton	
Phase	from	September	2008.
The	am	of	the	Foundaton	Phase	s	to	develop	n	pupls	a	postve	
dsposton	towards	learnng	and	stronger	and	better	developed	speakng	
and	lstenng	sklls.
The	effectveness	of	both	the	tranng	and	Foundaton	Phase	wll	be	
evaluated	by	Estyn	and	the	Teacher	Assessment	results	that	are	collected	
at	the	end	of	the	Foundaton	Phase	and	n	due	course	the	end	of	
Key	Stage	2.	However,	these	are	long	term	outcomes	whch	wll	become	
apparent	after	the	Foundaton	Phase	has	bedded	down	and	staff	become	
famlar	and	comfortable	wth	the	phlosophy	and	style	requred	by	the	
Foundaton	Phase.	
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Eligible expenditure
•	 Managng	the	plannng	for	and	ntroducton	of	the	Foundaton	
Phase.
•	 Tranng	for	teachers	and	classroom	assstants	n	all	aspects	of	the	
Foundaton	Phase	currculum	ncludng:
-	 the	pedagogy	necessary	to	delver	the	seven	Areas	of	Learnng;	
-	 developng	chldren’s	sklls	through	play	and	actve	
nvolvement;
-	 assessment	through	observaton;	
-	 recordng	and	reportng	the	assessment	outcomes;	and
-	 use	of	the	outdoor	envronment.
Other information
In	addton	to	the	BSF	fundng	there	s	n	the	Foundaton	Phase	budget	a	
further	£7.5	mllon.	Ths	budget	s	ntended	to	cover	the	cost	of	contnung	
the	Foundaton	Phase	Plot	n	42	schools/settngs,	possbly	extendng	the	
Plot	nto	some	Flyng	Start	areas	and	fundng	tranng	for	the	mantaned	
and	non-mantaned	provders.	The	amount	that	wll	be	set	asde	for	
tranng	wll	not	be	known	untl	late	Autumn;	however,	t	s	ntended	that	
ths	money	wll	supplement	that	whch	s	avalable	through	BSF.	An	outlne	
tranng	programme	and	support	materals	wll	be	prepared	n	late	Autumn	
and	wll	be	developed	and	shared	wth	LEA	contacts.		The	am	of	both	the	
BSF	money	and	the	tranng	element	of	the	FP	budget	s	to	prepare	teachers	
and	classroom	assstants	n	the	pedagogy	of	the	Foundaton	Phase.			
PRIORITY 2B: SUPPORTING TEACHER ASSESSMENT
Objectives
To	support	and	enhance	the	development	of	observaton	assessment	
procedures	and	teacher	assessment	for	Key	Stage	1,	and	transton	to	
Key	Stage	2.
To	support	the	development	of	robust	nternal	standardsaton	arrangements	
and	moderaton	procedures	for	teacher	assessment	at	Key	Stages	2	and	3.	
The	enhancement	of	systems	and	processes	to	support	Key	Stage	3	
schools	regardng	external	moderaton.	Development	and	sharng	of	good	
practce	n	teacher	assessment	specfcally	n	relaton	to	non-core	subjects	at	
Key	Stage	3,	attanment	targets	at	Key	Stage	2,	and	cross-phase	moderaton	
to	support	transton.
Eligible expenditure
•	 Costs	relatng	to	moderaton,	lnks	between	cluster	groups	and	
between	secondary	schools	and	ther	feeder	prmary	schools,	
ncludng	meetngs
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•	 Costs	relatng	to	lnks	between	schools,	ncludng	transport
•	 Salary	and	subsstence	of	seconded	staff
•	 Measures	to	support	teachers	and	other	staff	amed	at	mprovng	
standardsaton	and	moderaton	of	teacher	assessment	
•	 Costs	relatng	to	support	for	teacher	assessment	and	observaton	
sklls	n	Key	Stage	1
•	 Development	of	robust	practce	n	the	teacher	assessments	
of	core/non-core	subjects	at	attanment	target	level	at		
Key	Stages	2	and	3
•	 Tranng	for	teachers	and	admnstratve	staff	n	relaton	to	
the	establshment	of	robust	procedures	for	effectve	use	of	ICT	
n	recordng,	reportng,	and	exchange	of	teacher	assessment	data.
PRIORITY 2C - TRAINING AND PREPARATION FOR THE REVISED 
CURRICULUM
Objectives
To	support	schools’	preparatons	for	use	of	the	revsed	Currculum	
Orders	for	3-14	year	olds,	that	wll	be	publshed	n	January	2008	
for	mplementaton	from	September	2008	onwards.
To	support	development	and	sharng	of	good	practce,	to	promote	effectve	
teachng	and	learnng	strateges	for	3-14	year	olds.
To	provde	for	specalst	sex	and	relatonshps	educaton	support	and	tranng	
for	teachers	as	recommended	n	the	Estyn	report	on	Sex	and	Relatonshps	
Educaton	publshed	n	2005.
Eligible expenditure
Measures	to	support:
•	 staff	n	famlarsng	themselves	wth	the	revsed	Orders	and	
frameworks,	and	preparng	schemes	of	work	for	Foundaton	Phase,	
Key	Stage	2	and	Key	Stage	3;
•	 good	practce,	and	tranng	to	support	greater	emphass,		
for	teachng	and	assessng	thnkng	and	learnng	sklls	for		
3-14	learners;
•	 development	of	outdoor	learnng	envronments	(n	partcular,	
for	Foundaton	Phase);
•	 specalst	tranng	and	support	for	teachers	n	sex	and	
relatonshps;	and
•	 development	of	nnovatve	approaches	to	teachng	scence.
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Other information
The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	wll	be	workng	wth	Technquest	and	
other	partners	durng	2006	on	a	feasblty	study	to	examne	optons	for	
promotng	nnovatve	approaches	to	scence	teachng	n	Wales,	ncludng	
outreach	from	the	Natonal	Scence	Centre	n	York.
PRIORITY 2D - 14-19 LEARNING PATHWAYS
Objectives
To	support	school	staff	n	preparng	for	mplementaton	of	a	wder	range	of	
currculum	optons	especally	n	partnershp	wth	other	learnng	settngs.	To	
support	the	enhancement	of	delvery	for	aspects	of	the	Learnng	Core	plus	
Learnng	Coach	provson.	Gudance	and	exemplfcaton	of	good	practce	
can	be	found	at	http://old.accac.org.uk/eng/content.php?mID=482.
Eligible expenditure
•	 Measures	to	support	staff	n	mplementng	14-19	Learnng	
Pathways,	ncludng	wder	optons	and	opportuntes	and	
the	Learnng	Core
•	 Good	practce	n	collaboraton	between	learnng	provders.
ACTIVITY 2 CONTACT DETAILS
Actvty	2a 
Jon	Hawkns	
Chldren’s	Strategy	Dvson
Tel: 029	2082	6528
Actvty	2b	 
Robert	Baley	
Currculum	and	Assessment	3-14	Dvson
Tel:	029	2037	5484	
	
Actvty	2c 
Adrenne	Rees	
Currculum	and	Assessment	3-14	Dvson
Tel: 029	2037	5420
Actvty	2d 
Davd	Ktchen	
Qualfcatons	and	Currculum	14-19	Dvson
Tel: 029	2037	5545
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ACTIVITY 3: PUPIL SUPPORT, WELFARE AND HEALTH
Priorities for 2007-08
A		 PROMOTING	ATTENDANCE,	POSITIVE	BEHAVIOUR		
	 AND	EMOTIONAL	HEALTH
B	 SAFEGUARDING
C	 APPETITE	FOR	LIFE	
Overall Aim of the Activity
To	rase	standards	of	attanment	for	dsadvantaged	pupls	and	pupls	from	
dsadvantaged	communtes.
To	mprove	school	attendance	and	reduce	the	number	of	pupls	who	
are	excluded	from	school.
To	rase	awareness	of	and	equp	staff	n	schools	and	educaton	servces	
to	take	approprate	acton	n	response	to	chld	protecton	ssues.
To	buld	on	and	complement	programmes	of	actvty	supported	under	
the	RAISE	programme.
PRIORITY 3A: PROMOTING ATTENDANCE, POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR AND 
EMOTIONAL HEALTH
Objectives
To	develop	a	rollng	programme	of	nnovatve	projects	that	wll:
•	 promote	communty	and	school-based	acton	to	address	pupl	
dsaffecton	and	behavour	dffcultes,	ncludng	workng	wth	
parents	and	mult-agency	approaches,	amed	at	meetng	targets	
to	reduce	absence	and	make	provson	for	excluded	pupls;
•	 buld	on	the	gudance	set	out	n	Welsh	Assembly	Government	
Crcular	"Incluson	and	Pupl	Support"	on	reducng	the	rsk	
of	dsaffecton	n	the	classroom,	wth	partcular	reference	to	the	
promoton	of	good	behavour,	and	supportng	secondary	schools	
wth	serous	problems	of	low	attendance	and	low	attenton;
•	 develop	approaches	to	mprovng	attendance,	settng	n	place	
effectve	ant-bullyng	strateges	and	dealng	effectvely	wth	
ncdents	of	bullyng;
•	 support	currculum	development,	staff	tranng,	specalst	pastoral	
care,	re-ntegraton	and	tranng	n	behavour	management;	and
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•	 support	the	professonal	development	of	Educaton	Welfare	Servce	
(EWS)	staff,	and	buld	on	the	recommendatons	of	the	Assembly's	
revew	of	the	EWS.
Eligible expenditure
The		Welsh	Assembly	Government	s	lookng	to	focus	on	a	rollng	
programme	of	targeted,	nnovatve	projects	supportng	the	gudance	
outlned	wthn	“Incluson	and	Pupl	Support”	(due	for	publcaton	
Autumn	2006),	and	consstent	wth	local	authortes'	Sngle	Educaton	Plans.
The	man	actvtes	whch	may	be	supported	by	BSF	grant	are	as	follows:
•	 Developng	and	montorng	effectve	ant-bullyng	polces,	
reflectng	the	recommendatons	of	the	Cardff	Unversty	Report	
on	the	assessment	of	school	ant-bullyng	polces	publshed	
n	May	2006
•	 Preventatve	acton	amed	prncpally	at	the	4-10	age	group
•	 Tranng	to	ensure	effectve	use	of	new	and	updated	school	
management	nformaton	systems,	ncorporatng	attendance	
packages	to	montor	and	follow	up	non-attendees.	Specfcally	
to	assst	the	mplementaton	of	the	captal	fundng	n	ths	area	
to	acheve	a	mnmum	standard	where	systems	can	facltate	the	
delvery	of	electronc,	pupl	level	attendance	data	by	January	2008
•	 Developng	arrangements	to	montor	and	evaluate	the	
effectveness	of	out	of	school	provson,	ncludng	montorng	
the	placement	and	progress	of	ndvdual	pupls	(n	response	
to	new	educaton	plannng	format)
•	 Developng	arrangements	for	Inducton	and	Contnung	
professonal	development	for	the	Educaton	Welfare	Servce,	
reflectng	the	recommendatons	of	the	Revew	of	the	Educaton	
Welfare	Servce	n	Wales
•	 Developng	of	support	work	wth	parents,	specfcally	to	support	
the	ntroducton	of	parentng	orders	and	parentng	contracts	from	
May	2006
•	 Coachng	and	mentorng	schemes	to	support	pupls	n	danger	
of	dsengagement	and	dsaffecton,	wth	specfc	focus	
on	counsellng	and	emotonal	health	ssues.
Fundng	may	also	be	used	to	provde	tranng	for	staff	other	than	teachers	
who	are	engaged	n	strateges	desgned	to	mprove	school	attendance	
and	behavour	and	make	provson	for	excluded	pupls.
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All	actvtes	should	nvolve	parents,	pupls	and	where	approprate	local	
agences	n	ther	desgn	and	mplementaton.
As	ndcated	at	the	begnnng	of	the	crcular,	Actvty	3A	s	enterng		
year	3	of	grant	fundng.	As	such	at	the	end	of	the	year	the	Welsh	Assembly	
Government	wll	be	contactng	Local	Authortes	to	request	detals	of	the	
mpact	and	evaluaton	of	work	undertaken	and	funded	under	ths	actvty	
over	the	3	year	perod.
Other information
The	Task	and	Fnsh	Group	Report	on	Attendance	outlnes	the	Assembly’s	
future	approach	on	mprovng	attendance.	Natonal	Assembly	for	Wales	
Crcular	23/2003:	“Respectng	Others”	sets	out	the	Assembly’s	gudance	
on	statutory	dutes	and	good	practce	on	tacklng	bullyng.	Gudance	on	
preventng	and	dealng	wth	exclusons,	ncludng	rentegraton,	s	covered	
n	Crcular	1	and	1A/2004:	“Excluson	from	Schools	and	Pupl	Referral	Unts”.
Reference	should	be	made,	where	approprate,	to	the	followng:
•	 Revew	of	Electronc	Regstraton	(Welsh	Assembly	Government)
•	 Revew	of	the	EWS	n	Wales	(Welsh	Assembly	Government)
•	 Assessment	of	School	Ant-Bullyng	Polces		
(Welsh	Assembly	Government)
•	 Revew	of	Good	Practce	n	ant-bullyng	strateges	n	schools	
n	Wales	(Estyn)
•	 Revew	of	Good	Practce	n	tacklng	attendance	ssues	(Estyn)
•	 "Mssng	Out"	(Audt	Commsson	Report)
PRIORITY 3B: SAFEGUARDING
Objectives
To	safeguard	and	promote	the	welfare	of	chldren.
Secton	175	of	the	Educaton	Act	and	ts	assocated	gudance	ntroduces	from	
1st	September	a	statutory	duty	for	LEAs	and	governng	bodes	to	safeguard	
and	promote	the	welfare	of	chldren.	Gudance	on	ths	duty	s	due	to	ssue	
n	the	Autumn	term.	The	mportance	of	nter-agency	workng	and	tmely	
tranng	n	support	of	these	prncples	are	also	set	out	n	“Safeguardng	
Chldren:	Workng	Together	to	under	the	Chldren	Act	2004”	and	the	
Welsh	Assembly	Government’s	response	to	the	Chldren’s	Commssoner’s	
Clywch	Report.	
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Eligible expenditure
Ths	Actvty	supports	ntatves	that:		
•	 provde	for	tranng,	ncludng	nter-agency	and	mult-
agency	tranng,	for	desgnated	teachers	and	school	staff	
n	safeguardng	pupls;
•	 provde	for	tranng	for	all	educaton	servce	staff	to	promote	
alertness	to	sgns	of	abuse	and	neglect	and	knowledge	of	how	
to	report	concerns	or	suspcons,	and	lason	wth	the	Local	
Safeguardng	Chldren	Board,	wthn	the	context	of	school-based	
safeguardng	measures;
•	 lead	to	the	development	of	polces,	procedures	and	effectve	
systems	that	are	desgned	to	keep	chldren	and	young	people	
safe;	and
•	 provde	for	tranng	to	support	the	mplementaton	of	acton	
n	response	to	the	Clywch	recommendatons.
PRIORITY 3C: APPETITE FOR LIFE
Objectives
To	support	the	ntroducton	of	more	strngent	standards	for	school	
lunches	and	new	mnmum	standards	for	all	food	and	drnk	avalable	
throughout	the	school	day	by	developng	a	whole	school	approach	to	food	
and	nutrton.
As	part	of	the	whole	school	approach	to	food	and	nutrton,	develop	
strateges	amed	at	maxmsng	uptake	of	free	school	meal	enttlement.
Eligible expenditure
Ths	actvty	supports	ntatves	that	provde	for	the:
•	 development	and	mplementaton	of	a	whole-school	food	polcy	
n	partnershp	wth	key	stakeholders;
•	 development	of	effectve	montorng	and	reportng	systems	
on	progress	n	meetng	the	objectves	set	out	n	the	whole-school	
polcy;
•	 development	of	mechansms	to	facltate	work	wth	parents	and	
pupls	to	promote	and	support	the	whole-school	food	polcy;	
•	 tranng	for	school	staff	(and	governors)	on	whole-school	approach	
to	food	and	nutrton	n	schools;	
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•	 development	of	approaches	to	maxmse	take-up	of	free	school	
meal	enttlement	ncludng	strateges	to	help	address	stgma	
attached	to	free	school	meals;	
•	 ntatves	whch	wll	demonstrate	ways	of	developng	nnovatve	
approaches	to	the	teachng	of	nutrton	and	cookery	sklls.	
For	example	clusters	of	prmary	and	secondary	schools	workng	
together	to	share	expertse;	and
•	 support	and	tranng	related	to	the	development	of	food	and	
ftness	actons	n	healthy	schools.
Other information
Appette	for	Lfe	ams	to	mprove	the	food	and	drnk	consumed	throughout	
the	school	day	whch	s	one	of	the	actons	set	out	n	the	Food	and	Ftness	
Implementaton	Plan.		It	s	therefore	expected	that	schools	wll	also	consder	
the	mpact	of	physcal	actvty	n	developng	ther	whole-school	food	polcy.
The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	s	currently	developng	gudance	on	
whole	school	food	and	ftness	polces	whch	wll	be	avalable	by	Aprl	2007	
and	should	be	referred	to	when	takng	forward	acton	n	ths	area.
Followng	the	consultaton	perod	(20	June	-	31	October	2006)	for	Appetite 
for Life the	subsequent	acton	plan	wll	be	publshed	by	June	2007.		It	s	
antcpated	that	all	schools	would	have	whole-school	food	polces	n	
place	by	end	of	the	Summer	2008.		Ths	Actvty	would	support	school	
preparaton	and	early	mplementaton	of	the	new	plans	and	therefore	would	
only	be	avalable	durng	2007-08	and	2008-09.		
Local	authortes	and	schools	should	work	n	partnershp	wth	ther	local	
healthy	school	schemes	n	developng	ths	actvty.
It	s	antcpated	that	Estyn	wll	ntroduce	a	comment	n	the	nspecton	
reports	of	ndvdual	schools	on	the	school’s	general	approach	to	healthy	
eatng	and	food.	
ACTIVITY 3 CONTACT DETAILS
Prorty	3a	
Anna	Thomas	
Pupl	Engagement	Team
Tel:	029	2082	6080
Prorty	3b	
Jon	Hawkns	
Chldren’s	Strategy	Dvson
Tel:	029	2082	6528
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Prorty	3c	
Ruth	Conway	
Addtonal	Needs	and	Incluson	Dvson
Tel:	029	2082	3302
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ACTIVITY 4: INCLUSION 
Priorities for 2007-2008
A	 AWARENESS	RAISING	AND	TRAINING	ON	INCLUSION	
AND	SPECIFIC	DUTIES	RELATING	TO	DISCRIMINATION	
AND	EQUAL	OPPORTUNITIES
B	 WORKING	IN	PARTNERSHIP	WITH	PARENTS
Overall aims of the activity
Ths	actvty	ams	to	ensure	a	range	of	provson	and	support	s	n	place	
across	all	schools	and	LEAs	n	Wales	to	meet	the	needs	of	learners	wth	
addtonal	needs.	It	ams	to	mprove	practce	n	developng	mechansms	that	
supports	ncluson	and	rases	standards	for	dsadvantaged	groups	of	learners.
Other Information
“The	Learnng	Country”	and	“The	Learnng	Country	2”	drectly	promote	
nclusve	educaton	and	set	out	an	agenda	for	educaton	n	Wales	that	
enshrnes	the	followng	prncples:
•	 There	must	be	hgh	standards	and	expectatons,	together	
wth	progressve	mprovements	n	outcomes	for	all	learners
•	 The	nterests	of	learners	overrde	all	other	consderatons
•	 Barrers	to	learnng	must	be	recognsed	and	steadly	overcome
•	 Academc,	techncal	and	vocatonal	learnng	pathways	must	
have	party	of	esteem
•	 Inequaltes	n	achevement	between	advantaged	and	
dsadvantaged	areas,	groups	and	ndvduals	must	be	narrowed	
n	the	nterests	of	all.
The	term	addtonal	learnng	needs	s	used	to	descrbe	pupls	wth	a	dverse	
range	of	needs	who	requre	targeted	support	to	enable	them	to	access	
educatonal	opportuntes	and	fulfl	ther	potental	(please	refer	to	Incluson	
and	Pupl	Support	Gudance	2006).	Potentally	there	are	many	pupl	groups	
who	could	be	dentfed	as	havng	addtonal	learnng	needs	whch	need	to	
be	addressed.	However,	the	man	groups	for	consderaton	n	ths	actvty	
area	nclude:	
•	 black	and	mnorty	ethnc	(BME)	pupls	ncludng	those	learnng	
Englsh	as	an	addtonal	language	(EAL);
•	 chldren	of	famles	seekng	asylum	or	who	have	refugee	status/	
unaccompaned	asylum	seekng	chldren;
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•	 gypses	and	travellers;	
•	 pupls	wth	specal	educatonal	needs	as	defned	wthn	
the	SEN	Code	of	Practce	for	Wales;
•	 dsabled	pupls;
•	 more	able	and	talented	pupls;
•	 those	who	are	looked-after	by	a	local	authorty;	
•	 pupls	wth	medcal	needs;
•	 young	parents	and	pregnant	young	women;
•	 young	offenders;	
•	 chldren	of	famles	n	dffcult	crcumstances;	
•	 young	carers;
•	 lesban,	gay,	bsexual	and	transgender	pupls;
•	 school	phobcs	and	school	refusers;	and	
•	 pupls	who	perform	or	who	have	employment.
Ths	lst	s	not	ntended	to	be	exhaustve	as	chldren	and	young	people	may	
have	addtonal	learnng	needs	at	dfferent	tmes	throughout	ther	educaton.
PRIORITY 4A: AWARENESS RAISING AND TRAINING ON INCLUSION 
AND SPECIFIC DUTIES RELATING TO DISCRIMINATION AND EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITIES
Objectives
To	ensure	schools	supported	by	LEAs	and	others	actvely	seek	to	remove	
the	barrers	to	learnng	and	partcpaton	that	can	hnder	or	exclude	pupls	
wth	addtonal	learnng	needs	and	dsadvantaged	groups.	To	ensure	
all	teachers	and	learnng	support	assstants	are	able	to	dentfy	pupls	wth	
addtonal	learnng	needs,	are	equpped	wth	the	knowledge	and	sklls	
needed	to	provde	approprate	support	to	ndvdual	learners	and	know	
when	to	seek	specalst	advce	from	others.
To	ensure	an	adequate	supply	of	teachers	and	specalsts	wthn	an	LEA	
or	regon	wth	recognsed	qualfcatons	for	workng	wth	pupls	wth	
addtonal	learnng	needs.	
Ths	prorty	area	also	relates	to	the	statutory	dutes	on	schools	and	LEAs	
nherent	n	the	SEN	and	Dsablty	Act	2001	relatng	to	ncluson	and	equal	
opportuntes	legslaton.
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Eligible expenditure
•	 Development	of	effectve	Incluson	polces	and	tranng	wthn	
schools	and	LEAs	as	prescrbed	n	Welsh	Assembly	Government	
gudance	on	Incluson	and	Pupl	Support	(2006)
•	 Purchase,	producton	and	dssemnaton	of	materals	assocated	
wth	ncluson	and	equal	opportuntes	
•	 Provson	of	blngual	(Englsh/Welsh	medum)	tranng	for	teachers	
and	Learnng	Support	Assstants	(LSAs)	n	aspects	of	addtonal	
learnng	needs	and	equalty,	ncludng	early	dentfcaton	and	ther	
statutory	dutes	n	ths	regard
•	 Approprate	tranng	opportuntes	for	teachers	to	undertake	
specalst	tranng	n	addtonal	learnng	needs,	such	as:
-	 the	mandatory	qualfcaton	for	teachng	pupls	wth	
sensory	mparments;	
-	 Englsh	as	an	addtonal	language	tranng;
-	 Post	graduate	qualfcatons	n	ALN	related	tranng	such	
as	autsm,	speech,	language	and	communcaton,	behavour,	
severe	and	or	profound	learnng	dffcultes;	and
-	 E-learnng	course	for	SEN	(30	credts	towards	Masters)	to	
be	developed	n	2007/08	to	a	post	graduate	certfcate	n	ALN.
•	 Awareness	rasng	and	tranng	n	relaton	to	all	matters	
of	dscrmnaton	ncludng	age,	race,	sex,	dsablty,	
gender	and	others
•	 Measures	to	address	possble	local	or	regonal	shortfalls	n	the	
number	of	specalsts	able	to	practce	through	the	medum	
of	Welsh	
•	 Delvery	of	tranng	on	addtonal	learnng	needs	and	equalty	
wthn	and	across	regonal	boundares.
PRIORITY 4B: WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH PUPILS AND PARENTS
Objectives
Ths	prorty	area	ams	to	promote	good	workng	relatonshps	wth	pupls	
wth	addtonal	learnng	needs	and	ther	parents.	To	ensure	approprate	
nformaton,	advce	and	gudance	s	readly	avalable	wthn	LEAs	and	
schools	and	to	ensure	approprate	mechansms	are	n	place	to	resolve	
dsputes	workng	wth	others	such	as	the	parent	partnershp	servce	and	
n	the	provson	of	approprate	dsagreement	resoluton	servces.
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Eligible expenditure
•	 The	producton	and	dssemnaton	of	nformaton	and	gudance	
materals		for	pupls	and	parents
•	 The	provson	of	servces	to	promote	better	partnershp	workng	
and	to	ensure	pupls	and	parents	play	an	actve	role	n	the	decson	
makng	process	n	relaton	to	provson	and	support
•	 Workng	wth	other	statutory	agences	and	the	voluntary	
sector	n	the	provson	of	one-stop	nformaton	servces	for	pupls	
and	parents
•	 Provson	of	specalst	advocacy	servces	for	pupls	wth	addtonal	
learnng	needs
•	 Informaton,	advce	and	gudance	for	parents	whose	home	
language	s	nether	Englsh	nor	Welsh
•	 Support	for	parents	wth	specal	health	needs	and	or	
learnng	needs.	
Outcome Measures
•	 The	development	of	a	tranng	needs	analyss	wthn	an	LEA	n	
relaton	to	tranng	on	the	above	actvty	areas	to	nform	future	
tranng	needs.	Informaton	must	be	gathered	at	school	and	LEA	
level	relatng	to	the	number	of	teachers,	LSAs	and	specalst	staff	
employed,	any	specalst	qualfcatons	they	hold,	ther	ablty	
to	work	through	the	medum	of	Welsh,	the	type	of	tranng	
undertaken,	the	delvery	mechansm,	date	and	duraton	of	
the	tranng
•	 Number	of	teachers	and	LSA	undertakng	tranng,	along	wth	
an	evaluaton	of	that	tranng	the	type	of	tranng,	delvery	
mechansm	and	accredtaton	must	be	evdenced
•	 Number	of	teachers	n	tranng	and	those	havng	acqured	
a	specalst	qualfcaton	n	an	area	of	addtonal	learnng	needs	
and	specfcally	dentfy	those	who	are	able	to	work	through	
the	medum	of	Welsh	
•	 LEAs	to	develop	a	regster	of	teachers	and	LSAs	wth	specalst	
qualfcatons	for	supportng	pupls	wth	addtonal	learnng	needs	
and	a	profle	of	ther	tranng
•	 Evdence	of	collaboratve	workng	across	agences	and	regons	
to	ensure	a	range	of	approprate	provson	and	support	avalable	
to	meet	the	needs	of	learners	wth	addtonal	needs
•	 Improved	nformaton	and	advce	avalable	to	pupls	wth	
addtonal	learnng	needs	and	ther	parents.
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Monitoring and Evaluation
LEAs	are	requred	to	submt	a	report	annually	to	the	Welsh	Assembly	
Government	on	ths	Actvty	Area.	Ths	report	must	nclude:
•	 a	copy	of	the	tranng	needs	analyss;
•	 the	tranng	avalable	for	ALN	wthn	the	LEA	and	across	
the	regon;
•	 the	mechansms	used	to	evaluate	the	tranng	of	teachers,		
LSA	and	specalst	staff;
•	 the	mechansms	used	for	workng	n	partnershp	wth	pupls	
and	parents,	how	they	evaluate	ther	vews	on	the	nformaton	
and	advce	provded	and	the	development	of	specalst	
advocacy	servces;	and
•	 any	arrangements	for	collaboratve	workng.
LEAs	wll	also	be	requred	to	submt	evdence	of	how	they	have	montored	
the	outcomes	and	progress	of	learners	wth	addtonal	learnng	needs,	
dentfes	gaps	n	support	and	future	plans	to	meet	the	range	of	addtonal	
learnng	needs.
Ths	actvty	should	support	the	dentfed	prortes	wthn	local	authorty	
sngle	educaton	plans	for	learners	wth	ALN.
Other Information
Local	Educaton	Authortes	should	have	regard	to	the	followng	legslaton	
and	natonal	gudance	documents:
•	 Incluson	and	Pupl	Support	(2005)
•	 Qualty	standards	n	Sensory	Imparment	Servces	(2006)
•	 ASD	strategy	for	Wales	(consultaton	2006)
•	 Supportng	Pupls	wth	Medcal	Needs	(consultaton	2006)
•	 Qualty	Standards	n	supportng	pupls	who	are	More	Able	
and	Talented	(consultaton	2006)
•	 Workng	Together	-	Speech	and	Language	Servces	for	chldren	
and	young	people	(2003)
•	 Emotonal	Health	and	Wellbeng	of	pupls
•	 Ethnc	Mnorty	Strategy	for	Wales	(consultaton	2006)
•	 SEN	and	Dsablty	Act	2001
•	 The	Educaton	Act	2002
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•	 The	SEN	Code	of	Practce	for	Wales	(2002)
•	 “Shapng	the	Future	for	Specal	Educaton	-	An	Acton	Programme	
for	Wales”	(1999)
•	 The	SEN	Handbook	of	Good	Practce	(2003)
•	 The	Dsablty	Dscrmnaton	Act	(2005)
•	 The	Race	Relatons	Amendment	Act	(2001).
A	range	of	tranng	opportuntes	both	at	a	local	level	and	more	formal	
courses	provded	by	Hgher	Educaton	Insttutons	are	areas	of	elgble	
expendture	wthn	ths	actvty	area.	
ACTIVITY 4 CONTACT DETAILS
Mar	Watkns	
Head	of	Addtonal	Needs	and	SEN
Tel:	029	2082	6077	
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ACTIVITY 5: IAITH PAWB MEWN YSGOLION
Priorities for 2007-08
A	 RAISING	STANDARDS	ACROSS	KEY	STAGES
B		 EXTENDING	PUPIL	OPPORTUNITIES	TO	PRACTISE		
	 AND	EXPERIENCE	WELSH
Overall aim of the Activity
Ths	actvty	ams	to	ensure	that	the	teachers’	lngustc	sklls	are	at	an	
approprate	level	and	there	s	a	range	of	provson	and	support	n	place	
across	all	and	between	each	Key	Stage	to	ensure	effectve	delvery	of	Welsh	
n	schools	and	that	pupls’	learnng	of	Welsh	wthn	the	currculum	can	be	
further	supported	through	addtonal	opportuntes	to	enjoy	actvtes	both	
wthn	and	outsde	the	school	settng,	through	the	medum	of	Welsh.
Ths	Actvty	Area	provdes	tranng	and	support	measures	to	assst	wth	
mplementaton	and	development	of	Welsh	as	both	a	frst	and	second	
language	wthn	the	Natonal	Currculum;	and	to	extend	opportuntes	
for	pupls	to	practce	and	experence	Welsh	n	a	non-currcular	settng.	
Support	should	be	made	avalable	to	prmary,	secondary	and,	where	
approprate,	specal	schools.	Iaith Pawb,	a	Natonal	Acton	Plan	for	
a	Blngual	Wales,	set	out	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government’s	vson	
of	the	ways	n	whch	support	for	the	language	should	develop	up	to	
2010.	Chapter	4	of	the	Acton	Plan	sets	out	the	detaled	vson	for	
educaton	and	tranng.
The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	acknowledges	that	the	challenges	
assocated	wth	the	effectve	delvery	of	Welsh	as	a	second	language,	
as	noted	n	Estyn	Reports	and	the	Annual	Report	of	the	Chef	Inspector,	
contnue	and	schools	wll	need	to	address	these.	At	the	same	tme,	schools	
should	also	develop	strateges	whch	wll	enable	them	to	respond	to	
the	ssues	dentfed	n	Iaith Pawb	n	terms	of	contnuty	and	progresson,	
nnovatve	approaches	to	language	learnng,	expandng	opportuntes	
for	offerng	selected	subjects	through	the	medum	of	Welsh,	and	mprovng	
the	lngustc	capabltes	of	teachers	and	other	school	staff.
As	the	Foundaton	Phase	s	rolled	out	across	Wales	we	wll	see	the	
development	of	a	revsed	currculum	and	new	approaches	to	learnng.	
The	addton	of	a	seventh	area	of	learnng,	Blngualsm	and	Multcultural	
Understandng,	wll	ncrease	the	opportuntes	gven	to	young	chldren	to	
experence	Welsh	and	to	undertake	actvtes	through	the	language.	Staff	
workng	n	the	Foundaton	Phase	wll,	therefore,	need	to	buld	on	and	
extend	the	provson	that	they	currently	offer	chldren	from	3	to	7	years.
LEA	and	school	acton	n	ths	area	should	take	account	of	successful	
applcatons	for	Welsh	language	educaton	grant	from	the	Welsh	Language	
Board,	together	wth	the	Estyn	Report	“Survey	of	the	Work	of	Athrawon	
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Bro	n	Wales”.	Authortes	and	schools	should	also	pay	partcular	attenton	
to	“Developng	Dual	Lteracy:	An	Estyn	Dscusson	Paper”,	and	to	the	
fndngs	and	recommendatons	n	Estyn’s	publcaton	“A	Survey	of	Welsh	
second	Language	n	Key	Stages	2	and	3	and	Transton”	publshed	n	2004.
Other Information
As	ndcated	at	the	begnnng	of	the	crcular,	Prortes	5A	and	5B	are	
enterng	year	3	of	grant	fundng.	The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	wll	
ntate	dscussons	wth	LEAs	before	Chrstmas	2006	on	evaluaton	and	
future	arrangements	for	these	Prortes.
WJEC national programme
£200,000	has	been	earmarked	for	the	Welsh	Jont	Educaton	Commttee	
to	contnue	the	fundng	for	the	Natonal	INSET	Programme	for	Welsh	
and	the	Welsh-Medum	Natonal	INSET	Programme.	Ths	fundng	
s	admnstered	separately	from	the	remander	of	the	programme,		
and	wll	be	subject	to	evaluaton	n	2006-07.
PRIORITY 5A: RAISING STANDARDS ACROSS KEY STAGES
Objectives
To	develop	the	lngustc	and	methodologcal	sklls	of	staff	to	enable	them	
to	teach	Welsh/Welsh	second	language	to	Natonal	Currculum	standards	
n	prmary,	secondary	and	specal	schools.
To	promote	lngustc	contnuty	n	the	transton	from	prmary	to	
secondary	school.
Eligible activities
LEA	spendng	plans	are	expected	to	gve	prorty	to	the		development	of	
strateges	to	complement	the	Iath	Pawb	agenda	and	n	partcular	those	
whch	target:
•	 contnuty	and	progresson,	ncludng	strateges	to	counter	the	
drft	from	frst	language	to	second	language	n	the	transton	from	
prmary	to	secondary	school;
•	 nnovatve	approaches	to	language	learnng	ncludng	tmetablng	
of	lessons,	mmerson	and	ntensve	language	teachng	technques;
•	 ncreasng	the	capacty	to	offer	selected	subjects	through	the	
medum	of	Welsh;	and	
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•	 the	creaton	and	development	of	locally	produced	materals	
(prnt,	electronc	etc)	to	support	the	better	delvery	of	Welsh	
as	a	subject,	ncludng	tranng	n	ts	use	n	the	classroom.	
The	Assembly	Government	requres	that	any	materals	produced	
under	grant	from	the	Better	Schools	Fund,	and	whch	are	sutable	
for	ICT	applcaton,	wll	be	made	avalable	through	NGfL	Cymru	
n	due	course	(subject	to	qualty	control	mechansms	establshed	
for	NGfL	Cymru).
Tranng	for	teachers	and	classroom	assstants	remans	elgble	for	grant	
support	where	LEAs	can	demonstrate	wth	reference	to	evaluaton	that	
ths	wll:
•	 mprove	the	lngustc	sklls	of	teachers	and	classroom	assstants;
•	 mprove	the	methodologcal	sklls	of	teachers;
•	 develop	the	sklls	requred	to	act	as	a	subject	co-ordnator	wthn		
a	school	or	cluster	of	schools;
•	 address	the	challenges	assocated	wth	the	successful	delvery	
of	Welsh	at	Key	Stage	2;
•	 mprove	contnuty	and	progresson	across	Key	Stages,	partcularly	
n	the	transton	between	Key	Stages	2	and	3;	and
•	 ensure	the	effectve	mplementaton	of	Welsh	at	Key	Stage	4.	
Other information
In	the	prmary	sector,	LEAs	and	schools	should	am	to	rase	overall	standards	
of	attanment	n	Welsh/Welsh	second	language	through,	n	partcular,	
developng	the	sklls	requred	to	act	as	a	subject	co-ordnator	wthn	
a	prmary	school	or	for	a	cluster	of	prmary	schools.
Schools	wll	wsh	to	have	regard	to	the	range	of	materals	to	support	the	
teachng	of	Welsh	second	language,	n	partcular	the	materals	for	GNVQ		
at	Key	Stage	4.
Authortes	and	schools	should	gve	partcular	attenton	to	the	lnks	between	
measures	whch	they	wsh	to	take	n	ths	area	and	the	LEA	strateges	for	
lteracy	more	generally.
Tranng	programmes	should	be	based	on	the	achevement	of	specfed	
lngustc	competences	and	lead	to	certfcaton	and,	possbly,	accredtaton.	
Schools	and	LEAs	wll	wsh	to	have	regard	to	the	optonal	assessment	
materals	for	Welsh	second	language	at	Key	Stage	3	and	materals	for	Welsh	
at	Key	Stage	2	and	3	and	Welsh	second	language	Key	Stage	2.	
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Linguistic continuity
In	Iath	Pawb,	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	has	dentfed	lngustc	
contnuty	as	an	area	to	be	addressed:
“The	Assembly	Government	wll	research	further	nto	the	queston	
of	linguistic continuity	so	that	pupls	wll	contnue	to	develop	ther	
sklls	n	Welsh	as	they	move	from	one	stage	of	ther	educaton	
to	another.	It	appears	that	a	drft	from	frst	language	to	second	
language	occurs	as	pupls	transfer	from	prmary	to	secondary	school.	
It	may	follow	that	a	pupl	sts	an	examnaton	that	s	napproprate	
educatonally	and	lngustcally.	The	same	tendences	are	evdent	
as	pupls	who	follow	courses	through	the	medum	of	Welsh	up	to	
Key	Stage	2	choose	not	to	do	so	n	Key	Stage	3.	We	shall	be	askng	
Estyn	and	the	Welsh	Language	Board	to	examne	these	ssues	n	
more	detal”
Detaled	research	nto	the	reasons	why	ths	drft	occurs	has	now	been	
publshed	together	wth	the	advce	and	recommendatons.	Four	key	factors	
were	dentfed	as	havng	a	crucal	nfluence	on	language	provson:
•	 The	exstence	or	otherwse	of	a	clear	language	progresson	polcy	
on	the	part	of	the	LEA
•	 The	exstence	or	otherwse	of	a	clear	language	progresson	polcy	
on	the	part	of	the	secondary	school
•	 The	clarty	of	understandng	between	prmary	schools	and	the	
recevng	secondary	schools
•	 The	percepton	of	parents	and	the	advce	provded	to	them	
by	headteachers.
Accordngly,	one	of	the	recommendatons	to	the	Welsh	Assembly	
Government,	whch	the	Mnster	for	Educaton,	Lfelong	Learnng	and	Sklls	
has	accepted,	s	that	t	should	make:
“…	language	contnuty	a	core	feature	n	the	Assembly’s	gudance	
on	statutory	transton	schemes,	thereby	ensurng	that	progresson	
n	language	s	an	ssue	for	dscusson	at	entry	to	secondary	educaton”
PRIORITY 5B: EXTENDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PUPILS TO PRACTISE 
AND EXPERIENCE WELSH
Objective
To	extend	opportuntes	for	young	people	to	undertake	a	range	of	new	
nformal	actvtes	whch	support	normal	currcular	actvtes	wthn	the	
school	settng	and	complement	(but	not	duplcate)	work	supported	through	
alternatve	fundng	mechansms.
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Actvtes	supported	under	ths	Prorty	Area	should	demonstrate	clear	added	
value	and	be	avalable	to	young	people	as	far	as	possble	outsde	the	school	
settng.	They	should	demonstrate	to	young	people	that	ther	learnng	of	
Welsh	wthn	the	currculum	can	be	followed	by	the	opportunty	to	enjoy	
actvtes	outsde	school,	through	the	medum	of	Welsh.	
Some	examples	of	actvtes	already	supported	through	the	BSF	to	extend	
tranng	on	ncdental	Welsh,	for	whch	LEAs	have	reported	postve	
outcomes,	nclude:
•	 promotng	“Chwaraeon	Y	Buarth”	(Yard	Games);	
•	 conductng	tuck	shops,	assembles	and	other	school	actvtes	
through	the	medum	of	Welsh;
•	 wrtng,	oracy	and	drama	workshops;
•	 folk	dancng;	and
•	 preparng	pupls	for	a	jamboree	of	tradtonal	and	modern	Welsh	
songs	and	games	through	the	medum	of	Welsh.	
Elgble	expendture:
•	 Support	for	nformal	as	well	as	formal	opportuntes	(for	out	of	
hours	actvtes	or	actvtes	that	take	place	wthn	the	school	day)	
whch	gve	pupls	opportuntes	to	practse	ther	oral	Welsh	sklls.
•	 Support	for	the	delvery	of	Foundaton	Phase	blngualsm	n	
schools	and	other	settngs.
Other information
Local	authortes	wll	need	to	engage	wth	a	range	of	partners	e.g.	Mentrau	
Bro,	Youth	Servces,	Sports	Clubs	and	other	groups	that	provde	actvtes	
to	young	people	and	make	arrangements	for	young	people	to	engage	
n	taster	sessons	as	well	as	longer	nvolvement	n	these	actvtes.	
Opportuntes	whch	offer	frst	language	Welsh	speakers	to	engage	
wth	Welsh	learners	to	undertake	these	nformal	actvtes	wll	also	be	
encouraged.	The	nvolvement	of	young	people	n	developng	such	lnks	
wll	also	be	welcomed.
ACTIVITY 5 CONTACT DETAILS
Jane	Sorton	Daves	
Performance	and	Improvement	Dvson
Tel:		029	2082	6008	
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ACTIVITY 6: ICT IN SCHOOLS
Priorities for 2007-08
A	 ICT	SELF	REVIEW
B	 DEVELOPING	AND	SHARING	GOOD	PRACTICE
C	 ICT	INFRASTRUCTURE	AND	SUPPORT
Overall Aims of the Activity
To	develop	the	effectve	use	of	ICT	n	order	to	enhance	teachng	and	
learnng	across	the	currculum.
To	demonstrate	the	mpact	of	ICT	n	mprovng	standards	of	attanment	for	
pupls.
General requirements
It	remans	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government’s	expectaton	that:
•	 all	schools	should	have	a	level	of	ICT	provson	whch	s	suffcent	
to	enable	pupls	to	develop	and	apply	ther	ICT	sklls	n	ther	
studes	across	the	natonal	currculum	(the	recommended	mnmum	
pupl:computer	rato	s	8:1	n	prmary	schools	and	5:1	n	secondary	
schools);
•	 all	schools	wll	be	connected	to	the	Lfelong	Learnng	Network;	and
•	 LEAs	wll	gve	partcular	attenton	to	meetng	the	needs	of	small	
and	solated	schools,	pupls	support	unts	and	specal	schools.
Procurement	arrangements	for	ICT	are	a	matter	for	local	decson	but	
authortes	wll	need	to	demonstrate	that	they	have	compled	wth	European	
procurement	legslaton	and	Best	Value	requrements.		LEAs	are	encouraged	
to	consder	open	source	solutons	where	these	wll	represent	best	value	for	
money	and	are	locally	sustanable.
LEAs	should	ensure	that	ther	schools	have	effectve	arrangements	n	place	
to	protect	pupls	from	on-lne	access	to	undesrable	materals	and	address	
other	Internet-related	chld	protecton	ssues.
Where	LEAs	have	used	BSF	resources	to	develop	onlne	currculum	resources	
for	teachers,	the	normal	expectaton	s	that	ths	wll	be	publshed	through	
NGfL	Cymru	(subject	to	qualty	assurance	processes).
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ICT Teacher Training
Training for teachers in the delivery of the ICT curriculum changes	due	to	
be	ntroduced	n	2008	may	be	supported	under	Actvty	2.
PRIORITY 6A: ICT SELF REVIEW
Objectives
To	promote	understandng	and	adopton	of	ICT	self	revew.
To	enable	schools	to	carry	out	a	robust	assessment	of	ther	ICT	capabltes	
and	dentfy	acton	needed	to	secure	the	effectve	use	of	ICT	n	teachng	
and	learnng.	
To	assst	schools	to	assess	the	mpact	of	ICT	n	mprovng	standards	of	
attanment	for	ther	pupls.
Eligible Expenditure
•	 Tranng	for	local	authorty	staff	n	the	prncples	and	practce	
of	ICT	self	revew	and	the	operaton	of	the	ICT	Self	Revew	
Framework	n	Wales
•	 Tranng	for	ICT	coordnators	and	school	leaders	n	the	prncples	
and	practce	of	ICT	self	revew	and	the	operaton	of	the	ICT	Self	
Revew	Framework	n	Wales
•	 Accredtaton	of	local	authorty	staff	to	act	as	assessors	under	the	
ICT	Self	Revew	Framework	n	Wales
•	 Collaboratve	ntatves	between	LEAs	whch	wll	develop	tranng	
or	resources	to	help	schools	across	Wales	prepare	for	self-revew.
As	wth	other	Actvty	Areas,	tranng	costs	may	nclude	the	costs	of	
necessary	supply	cover.
Other information
The	four	UK	Educaton	Departments	have	been	workng	wth	Becta	
(Brtsh	Educaton	Communcatons	&	Technology	Agency)	and	other	
partners	on	the	development	of	an	ICT	Self	Revew	Framework	whch	s	
ntended	to	help	schools	assess	ther	performance	n	the	use	of	ICT	and	to	
dentfy	and	take	approprate	mprovement	acton	n	key	areas	ncludng:	
leadershp	and	management,	professonal	development,	currculum,	
extendng	opportuntes	and	assessment.			An	ntegral	element	of	the	Becta	
framework	s	the	assessment	by	schools	of	the	mpact	whch	ICT	has		
had	on	pupl	outcomes.
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From	September	2006,	the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	wll	be	supportng	
a	plot	project	n	partnershp	wth	Becta	n	order	to:
•	 assess	the	approprateness	of	the	Becta	ICT	Self	Revew	Framework	
for	adopton	n	Wales;
•	 develop	blngual	support	and	documentaton	whch	s	
contextualsed	to	Wales	(ncludng	reference	to	the	Estyn	
nspecton	framework	and	relevant	LEA	arrangements);	and
•	 provde	advce	on	the	man	challenges	and	opportuntes	
encountered	by	schools	n	completng	the	self-revew	framework	
and	how	these	mght	be	addressed.
Subject	to	the	outcome	of	the	plot	project,	the	expectaton	s	that	the	
scheme	would	be	rolled	out	n	Wales	durng	2007-08.		
Detaled	nformaton	on	the	Becta ICT Self Review Framework	and		
the	assocated	voluntary	accredtaton	scheme	ICT Mark	s	avalable	at	
http://www.becta.org.uk.				
PRIORITY 6B: DEVELOPING AND SHARING GOOD PRACTICE
Objectives
To	support	and	evaluate	nnovatve	approaches	to	the	use	of	ICT	n	order	to	
mprove	teachng,	learnng	and	organsatonal	effectveness	n	schools.
To	promote	jont	workng	across	the	broadband	Lfelong	Learnng	Network.
To	dentfy	and	share	good	practce	n	the	use	of	ICT	n	schools.
Eligible Expenditure
•	 Tranng	and	other	measures	-	ncludng	nvestment	n	hardware	
and	software	-	whch	support	nnovatve	uses	of	ICT	and	assst	
schools	to	make	best	of	ICT	n	order	to	mprove	the	delvery	of	the	
natonal	currculum;	to	extend	opportuntes	and	mprove	ICT	sklls;	
and	to	rase	standards	of	attanment.		
•	 Development	and	dssemnaton	of	good	practce	ncludng,	where	
approprate,	case	study	materals	for	publcaton	on	NGfL	Cymru.
•	 Tranng	and	other	measures	to	assst	LEAs	and	schools	to	respond	
to	recommendatons	emergng	from	the	Schools	ICT	Strategy.
LEAs	spendng	plans	must	explan	how	school	development	plans	and/
or	self	revew	arrangements	wll	be	used	to	target	support	for	ndvdual	
schools.		
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LEAs	should	gve	partcular	attenton	to	the	potental	for	ICT	to	support	
collaboraton	between	schools	(and	between	schools	and	other	learnng	
provders)	whch	makes	effectve	use	of	the	broadband	Lfelong	Learnng	
Network;	and	to	assstng	schools	to	mplement	effectve	whole-school	
strateges	for	the	use	of	ICT.
Other information:
Schools ICT Strategy
The	Welsh	Assembly	Government	has	also	establshed	a	workng	group	to	
prepare	a	strategy document on ICT in schools.		The	strategy	should	be	
based	on	a	clear	vson	of	the	potental	for	the	use	of	ICT	to	transform:
•	 learnng,	teachng	and	attanment,	wthn	and	beyond	the	
currculum,	wthn	and	beyond	the	school;	and
•	 organsatonal	effectveness.
The	strategy	document	should	gve	advce	and	make	recommendatons	to	
the	Welsh	Assembly	Government	on:
•	 developng	the	school	leadershp	and	other	leadershp	sklls	
necessary	to	translate	ths	vson	nto	practce	on	the	ground;
•	 ensurng	that	all	school	staff	have	the	confdence	and	sklls	to	
embed	the	use	of	ICT	n	learnng,	teachng	and	assessment;
•	 the	current	state	of	ICT	provson	n	Wales	and	future	needs	n	
sustanng	and	developng	ths	provson	(both	n	terms	of	levels	on	
ICT	provson	and	techncal	support);
•	 the	role	of	ICT	n	supportng	the	Assembly’s	educatonal	agenda	
for	rasng	standards	and		mprovng	educatonal	opportuntes	
and	outcomes	for	all	(ncludng	the	Natonal	Currculum,	the	
Foundaton	Phase,	14-19	Learnng	Pathways,	communty	focused	
schools)		as	set	out	n	The	Learnng	Country	and	related	polcy	
documents;	and
•	 how	school	practce	n	the	use	of	ICT	should	be	measured	and	
evaluated.
The	strategy	document	should	nclude	specfc	measures	(ncludng	levels	
of	ICT	provson	and	support)	needed	to	ensure	that	ICT	s	used	effectvely	
to	fulfl	Natonal	Currculum	requrements	(ncludng	those	for	IT),	rase	
standards	and	mprove	organsatonal	effectveness.				It	should	also	draw	
on	evdence	of	good	practce	n	the	use	of	ICT	n	Wales,	the	rest	of	the	UK	
and	elsewhere	and	dentfy	key	actons	needed.		It	wll	have	regard	to	the	
development	of	the	wder	e-learnng	agenda.		
The	workng	group	s	expected	to	produce	a	report	n	March	2007,	wth	
recommendatons	to	be	subject	to	wder	consultaton	n	2007.
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PRIORITY 6C: ICT INFRASTRUCTURE AND SUPPORT
The	followng	expendture	wll	contnue	to	be	elgble	for	grant	support	from	
the	Better	Schools	Fund	during 2007-08 only:
•	 Internet	connectvty	for	schools	
•	 ICT	mantenance	and	repar
•	 Lcensng	for	Internet	flterng	software
Ths	s	a	transtonal	arrangement	to	gve	those	authortes	who	requre	t	a	
reasonable	perod	of	tme	n	order	to	make	local,	sustanable	arrangements	
for	supportng	these	costs	from	2008-09	onwards.
LEAs	must	state	n	ther	spendng	plans	for	2007-08	the	amount	of	BSF	
grant	that	wll	be	used	to	meet	these	costs.		The	Better	Schools	Fund	wll	
revew	wth	ndvdual	authortes	what	arrangements	they	are	makng	
to	secure	fundng	for	these	costs	from	2008-09	durng	the	‘one-to-one’	
meetngs	whch	wll	take	place	n	Aprl-May	2007.
The	Better	Schools	Fund	team	wll	also	consder	durng	2007-08	whether	
there	s	a	requrement	to	transfer	these	resources	from	the	Better	Schools	
Fund	to	the	local	government	revenue	settlement	for	2008-09	onwards.		
Ths	decson	wll	be	subject	to	the	outcome	of	the	Welsh	Assembly	
Government’s	forward	fnancal	plannng	revew.
ACTIVITY 6 CONTACT DETAILS
Kerry Darke
Performance	and	Improvement	Dvson
Tel:	029	2082	6019
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Annex B
INDICATIVE ALLOCATIONS FORMULA 2007-08
The	2007-08	allocaton	formula	s	set	out	below.	The	followng	varables	
and	weghtngs	have	been	appled	to	the	formula	to	calculate	the	ndvdual	
LEA	allocatons	for	2007-08	set	out	at	Annex	C.	Fnal	allocatons	reman	
subject	to	the	outcome	of	the	Budget	Plannng	Round	and	wll	be	
announced	n	January	2007.
Activity Area Amount 
to be 
allocated
Variables Weighting
1.		Basc	Sklls	and	
Transton
£15.6m Number	of	pupls	(P,	S,	SP) 33.3
	 Chld	Deprvaton	Index 33.3
	 Settlement 33.3
Of	whch:
transition 9.5m Distributed with former ARF 
formula
Ringfenced small 
schools bel
1.5m Distributed with former ARF 
formula
	 	 	
2.	Revsed	
Currculum	and	
Assessment	
Arrangements	
£3.6m Number	of	pupls	(P,	S,	SP) 33.3
Chld	Deprvaton	Index 33.3
	 Settlement 33.3
3.	Pupl	Support,	
Welfare	&	Health
	
£5.0m Model	No	of	teachers 33.3
	 Number	of	pupls	(P,	S,	SP) 33.3
	 Chld	Deprvaton	Index 33.3
4.	Incluson
	
	
	
	
	
£3.0m SSA element:-
	 	populaton	aged	0	to	19 80
	 	settlement	40,000 10
	 	dep	chldren	n	low	s-e	group 3.33
	 	dep	chldren	n	famles	on		
	IS/JSA
3.33
	 	dep	chldren	n	lone	adult	
	households	
3.33
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Activity Area Amount 
to be 
allocated
Variables Weighting
5.	Iath	Pawb	mewn	
Ysgolon
	
	
£3.7m Number	of	pupls	learnng	
Welsh	as	a	Frst	Language
15
Number	of	pupls	learnng	
Welsh	as	a	Second	Language
65
Chld	Deprvaton	Index 20
6.	ICT	n	schools	
	
£7.5m Chld	Deprvaton	Index 25
Number	of	pupls	aged	5+ 50
Settlement 25
ALLOCATION FORMULA 2007-08
Where:
	 NLEA		=		number	of	the	varable	n	the	LEA	(e.g.	pupls)
	 NW				=		number	of	the	varable	n	Wales
	 W					 =		weghtng	appled	to	that	varable	(.e.	N)
	 £W				=		allocaton	avalable	for	the	Actvty	Area	for	Wales
	 £LEA		=		calculated	allocaton	for	the	LEA
Ths	shows	the	formula	appled	wth	two	varables,		
(.e.	NLEA1	and	NLEA2	etc.).	In	crcumstances	wth	addtonal		
varables,	extra	terms	are	added	to	the	numerator	of	the	equaton		
as	requred.
∑
NLEA1
NW1
x W1 +
NLEA2
NW2
x W2
100
.... x £   = £W LEA
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Annex C
INDICATIVE LEA ALLOCATIONS
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Annex D 
BETTER SCHOOLS FUND 2007-08
I	wsh	to	apply	for	grant	support	for	expendture	n	2007-08	as	set	
out	below:
	
Name of authority:		…………………………………………………………......
Signature:	 	 …………………………………………………………......	
Position:	 	 …………………………………………………………......	
Date: 	 	 	 …………………………………………………………......	
 
Summary Information
Activity 
Area
Formula 
allocation
Proposed 
LEA 
expenditure
Proposed 
expenditure 
by schools*
Total 
proposed 
expenditure
Actvty	1	
Actvty	2	
Actvty	3	
Actvty	4	
Actvty	5				
Actvty	6				
TOTAL 
*	i.e. amount of grant to be delegated to schools under each Activity Area
 
Forecast Expenditure Profile 2007-08
Term
Forecast expenditure  
(as % total formula allocation) 
Term	1		
(perod	endng	31	July	2007)
%
Term	2		
(perod	endng	31	December	2007)	
%
Term	3		
(perod	endng	31	March	2008)
%
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BETTER SCHOOLS FUND 2007-08
	
	
LEA:	 ………………........…………………………………………......
Actvty	Area:	 ………………........…………………………………………......
LEA Proposals 
Please answer ALL questions in bullet form. Long, general descriptions are 
not necessary.
1.	 Please	specfy	the	Prortes	whch	you	wll	be	targetng	wthn	ths	
Actvty	Area.	
		 Please explain your rationale.
2. Are	you	targetng	specfc	schools/groups	of	schools	n	relaton	
to	Prortes	wthn	ths	Actvty	Area?		Yes	/No	(Please	crcle	as	
approprate)		
 Please explain your rationale
 Please list the schools/groups of schools
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3. Specfy	the	proposed	tranng	and	other	measures	whch	wll	support	
and	delver	the	targeted	Prortes	wthn	ths	Actvty	Area.
4. Specfy	the	success	crtera	whch	wll	be	used	to	montor	and	evaluate	
expendture	across	targeted	Prortes	wthn	ths	Actvty	Area	n		
2007-2008.
5a.	 How	wll	the	LEA	montor	and	evaluate	the	mpact	of	the	expendture	
on	standards	and	qualty	n	relaton	to	targeted	Prortes	wthn	ths	
Actvty	Area?
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5b.	 How	wll	schools	montor	and	evaluate	the	mpact	of	expendture	
on	standards	and	qualty	n	relaton	to	targeted	Prortes	wthn	ths	
Actvty	Area?
6.	 When	you	evaluated	expendture	n	ths	Actvty	Area	for	2006-2007:
•	 what	sgnfcant	ssues	dd	you	dentfy?
•	 what	acton	was	taken?
7.  	 What	arrangements	wll	the	LEA	make	n	order	to	ensure	that	
good	practce/new	ntatves	n	ths	Actvty	Area	are	subsequently	
embedded	and	shared	wthn	and	between	schools?
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8.		 What	arrangements	wll	the	LEA	make	for	securng	fnancal	control	n	
respect	of	expendture	n	ths	Actvty	Area?
9. 	 Please	gve	one	example	(only)	whch	llustrates	how	you	have	
acheved	value	for	money	wthn	ths	Actvty	(not	for	each	Prorty)	
Area.
10. 	 Please	provde	detals	and	explan	any	proposals	for:
(a)		vrement	nto	or	out	of	ths	Actvty	Area
(b)		delegaton	to	schools
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LEA CONTACT DETAILS FOR THIS ACTIVITY:
Name:	 ......................................................................................................
Poston:	 ......................................................................................................
Address:	 ......................................................................................................
	 ......................................................................................................
Tel:	 ......................................................................................................
E-mal:	 ......................................................................................................
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Annex E
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
Better Schools Fund Targets for 2007-08
Activity/
Priority
Indicator Target Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 1 Basic Skills and Transition
Prorty	A
Effectve	
Transton
%	of	schools	benchmarked	
n	1st	and	2nd	quartle	n	
relaton	to	the	Key	Stage	3	
core	subject	ndcator	(L5+	n	
each	of	Englsh	or	Welsh	frst	
language,	mathematcs	and	
scence)	compared	wth	the	
%	of	schools	benchmarked	
n	the	1st	and	2nd	quartle	n	
relaton	to	the	Key	Stage	2	
core	subject	ndcator	(2007	n	
relaton	to	2004)
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
staff	recevng	tranng	to	
support	transton	from	KS2	
to	KS3	and	between	other	
key	stages
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	wth	transton	plans	
frmly	n	place		and	ratfed	by	
the	governng	body
Prmary	
Secondary
Prorty	B
Improvng	
Basc	Sklls
The	number	and	percentage	
of	schools	supported	n	
establshng	and	delverng	
nterventon	programmes	n	
the	Basc	Sklls
The	proporton	of	prmary	
schools,	supported	by	ths	
fundng,	where	there	has	been	
an	ncrease	n	the	percentage	
of	11	year	olds	who	reach	level	
4	or	above	n	NC	tasks	and	
tests	n	Englsh	or	Welsh	frst	
language	and	mathematcs
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Target Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 1 Basic Skills and Transition
Prorty	B
Improvng	
Basc	Sklls	
(cont)
%	of	pupls	n	prmary	schools,	
supported	by	ths	fundng,	who	
have	not	attaned	NC	level	4	
but	have	made	measurable	
progress	n	Englsh	or	Welsh	frst	
language	and	mathematcs
Prmary	
The	proporton	of	secondary	
schools,	supported	by	ths	
fundng,	where	there	has	been	
an	ncrease	n	the	percentage	
of	16	year	olds	who	gan	at	
least	grades	A*-C	and	A*-G	n	
Englsh,	Welsh	and	mathematcs
Secondary
Prorty	C
Jont	
Workng	
amongst	
Small	
Schools
Number	and	percentage	of	small	
schools	that	are	collaboratng	on	
the	development	of	polces	and	
schemes	of	work
Prmary
Number	and	percentage	of	small	
schools	where	teachng	expertse	
s	shared	across	the	schools	to	
rase	pupls’	achevements		
Prmary
Number	and	percentage	of	small	
schools	where	pupls	have	made	
measurable	progress	and	the	
qualty	of	teachng	has	been	
enhanced	through	jont	workng
Prmary
Prorty	D
Developng	
thnkng	
and	
learnng	
sklls
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	supported	n	ther	
whole-school	approaches	to	the	
development	of	pupls’	thnkng	
and	learnng	sklls
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	tranng	events	
(centre	and/or	school	based)	
beng	held	to	dssemnate	good	
practce	(dentfed	n	Amng	
for	Excellence	materals)	n	the	
development	of	pupls’	thnkng	
sklls
Prmary	
Secondary
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Target Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 2 Revised Curriculum and Assessment
Prorty	A
Foundaton	
Phase
Number	and	percentage	of	
teachng	and	support	staff	
traned	n	the	pedagogc	and	
assessment	technques	necessary	
for	the	Foundaton	Phase
Prmary
Prorty	B
Supportng	
teacher	
assessment
Number	and	percentage	
of	teachng	staff	traned	n	
assessment	technques	ncludng	
nternal	standardsaton	and	
moderaton
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	nvolved	n	cross-phase	
moderaton	to	support	transton
Prmary	
Secondary
Prorty	C
Tranng	
and	
preparaton	
for	the	new	
currculum
Number	of	tranng	events	
(centre	and	school	based)	held	
to	support	schools’	preparatons	
for	use	of	the	new	Currculum	
Orders	3-14	(to	be	publshed	n	
January	2008;	mplementaton	
from	September	2008)
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	ntatves	to	support	
the	development	and	sharng	
of	good	practce	to	promote	
effectve	teachng	strateges	for	
3-14	year	olds
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	wth	approprate	
provson	for	outdoor	learnng	
envronments	to	support	the	
Foundaton	Phase
Prmary	
Prorty	D
14-19	
Learnng	
Pathways
Number	of	partners	nvolved	n	
collaboratve	Learnng	Pathways	
schemes	14-16	and	16-19
Secondary
Number	of	learners	nvolved	n	
collaboratve	Learnng	Pathways	
schemes	14-16	and	16-19
Secondary
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Target Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 3 Pupil Support, Welfare and Health
Prorty	A
Promotng	
attendance,	
postve	
behavour	
and	health
Number	of	schools	nvolved	n	
nnovatve	projects	desgned	to	
address	pupl	dsaffecton	and	
behavour	dffcultes
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
Educaton	Welfare	Offcers	
followng	an	agreed	contnung	
professonal	development	(CPD)	
programme
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	support	schemes	for	
parents	amed	at	reducng	the	
number	of	parentng	orders	and	
parentng	contracts	from	May	
2006
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	parentng	orders	
for	attendance	
Number	of	parentng	orders	
for	behavour
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	parentng	contracts	
for	attendance	
Number	of	parentng	contracts	
for	behavour
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	where	pupls	can	access	
a	school-based	counsellng	
servce
Prmary	
Secondary
Prorty	B
Safe-
guardng
Number	of	desgnated	teachers	
traned	n	chld	protecton	
matters	and	the	number	and	
percentage	of	schools	covered
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	non-desgnated	
teachers	and	non-teachng	
staff	traned	n	chld	protecton	
matters	and	the	number	and	
percentage	of	schools	covered
Prmary	
Secondary
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Target Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 3 Pupil Support, Welfare and Health (cont'd)
Prorty	C
Appette	for	
Lfe
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	wth	a	whole-school	
food	polcy	ether	separate	to,		
or	dscretely	wthn,	a	healthy	
school	polcy
Prmary	
Secondary
The	ncrease	n	the	percentage	
uptake	of	free	school	meals
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
teachng	and	support	staff	
traned	n	the	development	of	
food	and	ftness	actons
Prmary	
Secondary
Activity 4 Inclusion
Prorty	A
Awareness	
rasng	and	
tranng	on	
ncluson	and	
specfc	dutes	
relatng	to	
dscrmnaton	
and	equal		
opportuntes
On	the	bass	of	a	tranng	needs	
analyss:
Number	of	teachers	and	
learnng	support	staff	who	have	
undertaken	specalst	tranng	n	
addtonal	learnng	needs	and	
the	number	and	percentage	of	
schools	covered
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	teachers	and	learnng	
support	staff	who	work	through	
the	medum	of	Welsh	who	have	
been	supported	by	ths	tranng
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	tranng	opportuntes	
n	relaton	to	all	matters	of	
dscrmnaton	and	the	number	
and	percentage	of	schools	
covered	(LEA	spendng	plans	
should	dentfy	the	partcular	
aspect	(s)	on	whch	tranng	s	to	
be/	has	been	delvered)
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	wth	ncluson	polces	
wrtten	n	accordance	wth	
Welsh	Assembly	Government	
gudance	on	Incluson	and	Pupl	
Support	(2006)
Prmary	
Secondary
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Target Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 4 Inclusion (cont'd)
Prorty	B
Workng	n	
Partnershp	
and	Parents
The	number	and	percentage	of	
successful	resolutons	.e	dd	not	
requre	resort	to	an	appeal	
All	schools
Activity 5 Iaith Pawb Mewn Ysgolion
Prorty	A
Rasng	
Standards	
across	Key	
Stages
Number	of	teachers	traned	n	
and	able	to	teach	Welsh	as	a	
Second	Language
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	pupls	entered	for	
GCSE	Welsh	Second	Language
Secondary
Number	of	GCSE	Welsh	Second	
Language	passes	A*-C
Secondary
Prorty	B
Extendng	
opportuntes	
for	pupls	to	
practse	and	
experence	
Welsh
The	number	and	percentage	
of	pupls	takng	part	n	extra-
currcular	actvtes	through	the	
medum	of	Welsh	
	
	
	
Prmary	
Secondary
Activity 6 ICT in schools
Prorty	A
ICT	Self	
Revew
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	followng	the	Becta	self	
revew	framework	SRF
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	of	schools	followng	an	
equvalent	self	revew	scheme
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	%	of	schools	
attanng	recommended	level	
wthn	the	Becta	SRF	(out-turn	
stage	only)	
Prmary	
Secondary
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Target Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 6 ICT in schools (cont'd)
Prorty	B
Developng	
and	sharng	
good	practce
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools,	where	IT	was	nspected,	
judged	as	good	(to	be	grade	3	
or	above)
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	nspected	and	judged	
to	be	good	or	above	for	ICT	
to	support	learnng	across	the	
currculum
Prmary	
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	nspected	and	judged	
to	be	good	or	above	for	ICT	
to	support	teachng	across	the	
currculum
Prmary	
Secondary
Prorty	C
ICT	
Infrastructure	
and	support
Average	number	of	pupls	
sharng	one	computer
Prmary	
Secondary	
Specal
Percentage	of	schools	connected	
to	the	lfelong	learnng	network	
wth	a	sutable	bandwdth	(data	
from	eWales)
Prmary/
Specal	
(2Mb)
Secondary	
(8Mb)
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
Better Schools Fund Outturn for 2006-07
LEA:	........................................................................
Activity/
Priority
Indicator Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 1 Curriculum Development
Prorty	1A Number	and	percentage	of	
teachers	recevng	tranng		
to	support	transton	from		
KS2	to	KS3
Prmary
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	
of	teachers	recevng	tranng	
to	support	transton	other	
than	KS2	to	KS3
Prmary
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	where	staff	receve	
tranng	n	the	development	
and	mplementaton	of	plans		
to	support	transton	from		
KS2	to	KS3
Prmary
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	where	staff	receve	
tranng	to	support	transton	
other	than	KS2	to	KS3
Prmary
Secondary
Prorty	1B Number	and	percentage	
of	schools	supported	n	
the	development	and	
mplementaton	of	whole-
school	strateges	to	mprove	
basc	sklls
Prmary
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
staff	recevng	tranng	n	
whole-school	approaches	to	
the	mprovement	of	basc	sklls
Teachng	
staff
Other	
school	staff
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 1 Curriculum Development
Prorty	1C Number	of	teacher	tranng	
days	provded	and	teachers	
attendng	tranng	for:-
Modern	Foregn	Languages Tranng	
days	
provded
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Prmary
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Secondary
Physcal	Educaton Tranng	
days	
provded
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Prmary
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Secondary
Healthy	Schools	Schemes Tranng	
days	
provded
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Prmary
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Secondary
Global	Ctzenshp	and	
Sustanable	Development
Tranng	
days	
provded
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Prmary
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Secondary
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 1 Curriculum Development
Prorty	1C	
(Cont'd)
14-19	Learnng	Pathways Tranng	
days	
provded
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Prmary
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Secondary
Cwrcwlwm	Cymreg Tranng	
days	
provded
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Prmary
Teachers	
attendng	-	
Secondary
Prorty	1D Number	of	clusterng/
federaton/famles	of	
schools	projects	supported
Prmary
Secondary
Number	of	currculum	areas	
shared
Prmary
Secondary
Number	of	IT	networkng	
projects	supported
Prmary
Secondary
Prorty	1E Number	and	percentage	
of	teachers	recevng	
tranng	amed	at	mprovng	
moderaton	of	teacher	
assessment
Prmary
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	of	
teachers	recevng	tranng	n	
relaton	to	the	establshment	
of	robust	procedures	for	
the	recordng,	reportng	
and	sharng	of	teacher	
assessment	data
Prmary
Secondary
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 1 Curriculum Development
Prorty	1E Number	and	percentage	
of	school	admnstratve	
staff	recevng	tranng	n	
relaton	to	the	establshment	
of	robust	procedures	for	
the	recordng,	reportng	
and	sharng	of	teacher	
assessment	data
Prmary
Secondary
Number	and	percentage	
of	schools	nvolved	n	
collaboratve	workng	for	
the	purpose	of	moderatng	
teacher	assessments
Prmary
Secondary
Number	of	projects	
establshed	to	promote	
the	sharng	of	best	practce	
n	relaton	to	teacher	
assessment	n	prmary	and	
secondary	schools
Number	and	percentage	
of	secondary	schools	
establshng	collaboraton	
and	moderaton	lnks	wth	
ther	feeder	prmary	schools
Prorty	1F Number	and	percentage	of	
schools	supported	n	the	
development	of	whole-
school	approaches	for	the	
development	of	pupls’	
thnkng	and		learnng	sklls
Number	and	percentage	of	
teachers	recevng	tranng	n	
the	development	of	thnkng	
and	learnng	sklls
Prmary
Secondary
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 2 Governor Training
Number	of	governor	tranng	
courses	dentfed	by	topc	
(excludng	whole	governng	
body	sessons)
Number	of	governors	
attendng	(excludng	whole	
governng	body	sessons)
Number	of	whole	governng	
body	tranng	sessons	
dentfed	by	topc	(excludng	
brefng	sessons	for	secton	
10	nspectons)
Number	of	whole	governng	
bodes	tranng	attendng	
whole	governng	body	
tranng	sessons	(excludng	
brefng	sessons	for	secton	
10	nspectons)
Activity 3 Pupil Support
Prorty	3A Number	of	schools	operatng	
a	system	of	frst	day	absence	
contact
Number	of	days	tranng	
expected	to	be	provded	
n	2006-07	for	teachers	n	
behavour	management
Prorty	3B Number	of	desgnated	
teachers	traned	n	chld	
protecton	matters
Number	of	non-desgnated	
teachers	and	non-teachng	
staff	traned	n	chld	
protecton	matters
Number	of	schools	covered	
by	staff	n	the	second	
category
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 4 Additional Education Needs
Prortes	
4A	and	B
Number	of	teachng	staff	
tranng	on	a	course	of	one	
term	or	more	that	leads	to	
a	recognsed	qualfcaton	n	
specal	needs
Number	of	teachng	staff	
who	have	attended	an	SEN	
course		at	both	Prmary	and	
Secondary	levels
Number	of	LSAs	recevng	
tranng
Number	of	teachers	recevng	
awareness	rasng	tranng	
n	relaton	to	dsablty	
dscrmnaton	and	the	duty	to	
promote	dsablty	equalty	n	
servce	delvery
Number	of	Welsh	speakng	
SEN	specalsts	n	tranng	on	
a	course	of	one	term	or	more	
that	leads	to	a	recognsed	
qualfcaton	n	specal	needs
Number	and	range	of	Welsh	
medum	assessment	and	
teachng	materals	ether	
purchased,	produced	or	
dssemnated
Prorty	4C Number	of	referrals	made	to	
the	Dsagreement	Resoluton	
Servce
Prorty	4D Number	of	teachers	recevng	
tranng	to	specfcally	support	
chldren	wth	speech	and	
language	dffcultes
Number	of	LSAs	recevng	
tranng	to	specfcally	support	
chldren	wth	speech	and	
language	dffcultes
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Activity/
Priority
Indicator Forecast 
Outturn
Actual 
Outturn
Activity 5 Welsh
Prorty	5A Number	of	teachers	traned		
n	and	able	to	teach	Welsh	as	
a	Second	Language
Number	of	pupls	entered	
for	GCSE	Welsh	Second	
Language
Number	of	GSCE	Welsh	
Second	Language	passes		
A*-C
Number	of	tranng	days	for	
teachers	n	teachng	Welsh	
as	a	Second	language
Number	to	be	traned	
as	Welsh	co-ordnators
Prorty	5B Number	of	pupls	takng	part	
n	extra-currcular	actvtes	
through	medum	of	Welsh
Activity 6 ICT in Schools
Prorty	6A Number	of	schools	connected	
to	the	Internet
Number	of	schools	connected	
to	the	Lfelong		Learnng	
Network	wth	benchmark	
connectvty
Captal	expendture	(£)	
on	ICT	equpment	and	
nfrastructure
Average	pupl:	computer	rato	
n	schools	(all	age	computers)
Prmary
Secondary
Specal
Prorty	6B Number	of	tranng	days	for	
teachers	n	ICT
Prmary
Secondary
Specal
Number	of	tranng	days	for	
senor	school	managers	and	
subject	leaders
Prmary
Secondary
Specal
Other Programme administration costs
Amount	(n	£s)	of	money	
retaned	centrally	and		
spent	to	support	
admnstratve	costs
